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Breckinridge, the name we honor
Schoof we love so well,·
We her praises sing together
Loud this anthem swell
5 ee her colors blue and golden
Marching through the fight;
Thry our spiritsyoung embolden
With a keen delight.

''Sclio4t 'I/le £oue Stt Welt""

Breckinridge among the mountains
Strong and faithful friend;
Fresh with hope as springingfountains,
Loyal to the end. }
Chorus: Raise her i~iq,:s, wave her banner
• Alf to her are true;
She is better, finer, grander
Dear Old Gold and Blue
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Please enjoy your salad upon being seated.

Breckinridge School Society
Board of Governors

Welcome

William E. Clay '52
Reunion Chairman

Jim Clay, Class of 1954
Barbara Brown Fannin, Class of 1960

Dinner

Lois Anne Carter Holley, Class of 1947
Dan Hyden, Class of 1953

Breckinridge Remarks

Nancy Duggan Mangrum, Class of 1965

Kay Patrick McAllister '62
Breckinridge Society Chair

Kay Patrick McCallister, Class of 1962
Robin Razor Mirus, Class of 1973

President 's Comments

Wayne D. Andrews

Pop Culture Trivia Quiz

Steve Young '61

Closing Comments

Kay Patrick McAllister '62
Breckinridge Society Chair

Alma Mater

Accompanied on Piano by
Terri Holley Granick '68

Annabelle Tucker Moore, Class of 1959
Shirley Mobley Parker, Class of 1956
Lucien Rice, Class of 1952
Pat Crutcher Skaggs, Class of 1952

Alma Mater
Breckinridge, the name we honor
School we love so well;
We her praises sing together
Loud this anthem swell.
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See her colors blue and golden
Marching through the fight;
They our spirits young embolden
With a keen delight.
Breckinridge among the mountains
Strong and faithful friend;
Fresh with hope as springing fountains,
Loyal to the end.
Chorus: Raise her colors, wave her banner
All to her are true;
She is better, finer, grander
_/
Dear Old Gold and Blue ,' .(

We'll Meet Again
We'll meet again.
Don't know where, don't know when
But I know we'll meet again some sunny day.
Keep smiling through
Just like you used to do,
And your smiles will chase the dark clouds far away.
So won't you please say "Hello"
To the friends that I know?
Tell them I won't be long.
They'll be happy to know
That as you saw me go
I was singing this song;
We'll meet again.
Don't know where, don't know when,
But I know we'll meet again some sunny day.
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2000 Reunion Class Representatives
1932
1937
1940
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1958

1959
1960
1962
1964
1965
1967
1968
1970
1974
1975
1976
1977
1980
1981
1984

Esther Crosthwaite Brown
Lena Hamm Boyd
Mabel Carr Reynolds
Alice Patrick Reynolds
Peggie Reynolds
Merl Fair Allen
Virginia Roberts Reynolds
Nell Fair Mahaney
Alma Ellington Bellamy
Clayton Skaggs
Barbara Tolliver Kassner
Mary Jo Mobley Walther
William Earl Clay
Pat Crutcher Skaggs
Lucien Rice
Garred Sparkman
Joyce Brown LeMaster
Nan Lytle Wells
Mike Crutcher Johnson
Shirley Mobley Parker
Terry Wicker
Patty Clay Cole
Jane Bowne Smyth
Sue Shackelford Wells
Caroline Bowne McBrayer
Barbara Brown Fannin
Kay Patrick McAllister
Anne Reynolds Buckner
Nancy Duggan Mangrum
Bobbie Hough Caudill
Proc Caudill
Steve Lewis
Janet Bellamy Bennett
Elizabeth Davis Reffitt
Cindy Queen Fulkerson
Mary Young Greenhill
Margie Cornett Hunter
Ramona Wolfe Gardner
Susan Paxson-Cleveland
Kim Lewis Allen
Dale Mahaney

All-School Banquet
Please enjoy your salad upon being seated.

Welcome

Patricia Crutcher Skaggs '52
Breckinridge Society Chairperson

Invocation

Dr. Jack Ellis

Dinner

Memorial Ceremony

Keith Kappes
MSU Vice-President for
University Relations

Presentation of the

Pat Skaggs

George T. Young Award
for Service to the Society

Adjournment to the All-School
Production and Dessert

Special Thanks to Shannon Harr for this evening's dinner music.

The Breckinridge Society appreciates the contribution ofphotographs
by former students to make this evening's displays possible.

You are cordially
invited to the

~reckinndg-e
c:±jchool
c;J?.,eunion
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Saturday, June 16-18, 2000
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Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky

r< ·~

To make reservations,
please return the enclosed reply card
by May 16, 2000

The Third Breckinridge
All-School Reunion

Friday, June I 6th

Picnic Dinner
(Fields Hall Lawn)
Grilled hamburgers, hot dogs, BBQ beef, potato salad, cole slaw, baked
beans, roasted new potatoes, corn pudding, brownies, lemon bars, cookies
and sliced watermelon. Coffee, iced tea, lemonade and ice water.

$12.~
~

Three-Day Event Itinerary*
Friday, June 16, 2000
6:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Picnic and Social
Fields Hall Lawn

Saturday, June 17, 2000

Saturday, June 17th

Brunch
(Button Drill Room)
Scrambled eggs, omelet bar, carved ham, red-eye gravy, BBQ chicken,
cheese grits, home fried potatoes, corn pudding, fried apples, steamed summer medley, bacon, sausage/cheese biscuits, mini hot browns, fresh vegetable
basket, tossed salad and fresh fruit salad, biscuits, muffins, pastries, bread
pudding and chocolate bourbon/pecan pies. Orange juice, iced tea, water and
coffee.

Afternoon Social
(Fields Hall Lawn)
Cheese and fruit display, crackers, fresh vegetable baskets, pretzels and
potato chips with dip. Punch fountain, iced tea and lemonade.

10:00 a.m. - Noon

Brunch
Button Drill Room

5:30 p.m.

Social
Fields Hall Lawn

6:00 p.m.

Class Photos
Fields Hall Lawn

7:30 p.m.

All-School Dinner
Button Drill Room

9:00 p.m.

All-School Production
Button Auditorium

10:00 p.m.

"Meet the Cast" Party and Dessert
Button Auditorium

Complimentary

Evening Banquet & Dessert
(Button Drill Room)
Carved beef tenderloin, grilled chicken breast with pesto cream sauce, sliced
pork loin with apple stuffing, steamed summer medley, sauteed snow peas
and carrots with sesame oil, oven roasted new potatoes with garlic, rosemary
and parmesan, caesar salad, spinach salad, assorted rolls, assorted cheesecakes, tiramisu and chocolate decadence cake. Coffee, iced tea and water.

$15.00
~

Sunday, June 18, 2000
10:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. Dutch Treat Brunch ($6. 99)
Adron Doran University Center, Cafeteria
2:00 p.m.

30's - 80's Reunion By Decade
Adron Doran University Center

*All sites subject to change based upon attendance and weather
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Welcome

Jim Clay, Class of '54

Remarks

Dr. Ron Eaglin, MSU President

Storytelling

Steve Young, Class of '61

Skit Production

Written by Lois Ann Carter Holley,
Class of '47

Special Presentation

Jim Clay

Sing-a-long

Kay Patrick McAllister, Class of ' 61

Closing Comments

Pat Crutcher Skaggs, Class of ' 52
Breckinridge Society Chair

Special Thanh to
n
collecting the photographs d

•,4,_'-,..,-.- i~"'
..-~u , , /Class of '65, for
oughout the Banquet Hall.

The George T. Young Award
for Service to the
Breckinridge School Society

The George T. Young Award is presented to
individuals who exhibit outstanding service to the
Breckinridge School Society and its programming.
The following Breck Alumni have provided service
above and beyond the call of duty to the Society's
development, growth and continued success. They
are to be commended for their efforts.

Past Recipients
1993 - Barbara Brown Fannin, Class of 1960
1995 - Lois Ann Carter Holley, Class of 1947
1997 - Jack Barber, Class of 1953
1998 - Nancy Duggan Mangrum, Class of 1965
1999 - Patricia Crutcher Skaggs, Class of 1952

Questions and Answers
about the

Breckinridge
School Society

1. Q . What is the Breckinridge School Society?

A. The Society is an organization of alumni and other friends
of Breckinridge School. It was organized in June, 1993, in
response to the outpouring of love and rekindled pride in the
· "Breck Spirit" which have been so evident during the planning
and execution of the All-School Reunion.
2. Q . Why was it established?

A. The Society was established as an alumni organization for
form er Breck students which seeks to help MSU serve Eastern
Kentucky in the honorable name of Breckinridge School. As
Breck became a model of strong, innovative teaching and
highly motivated students during its 51 years of service, the
Society seeks to assist MSU in reinforcing those same strengths
in all of its academic programs.
3. Q. What are its purposes?

A. To sponsor programs to promote camaraderie among alumni
and other friends of the school; to preserve the school's links
with its proud past; and to encourage educational excellence
atMSU .
4. Q . How do I become a member?

A. By contributing at least $100 annually to the MSU Foundation in support of the Society, inquding the scholarship endo wm ent fund. For example, those who have contributed that
amount or.more to the scholarship fund in connection with the
reunion automatically become charter members of the Society.
5. Q. How is the Society organized?

A. The Society is a subsidiary of the MSU Foundation and, as
such, is a tax-exempt, non-profit corporation organized for
educational, charitable or cultural purposes under Section 501
(c) (3). of the Internal Revenue Code of the United States. In
addition, the Society receives staff support from MSU 's Office
of Alumni Relations and Development.

6. Q . How is the Society governed?
A. For s tart-up purposes, a 10-member Board of Governors has
been appointed by the President of the University from among
those actively involved in the All-School Reunion. Nine persons represen I alumni of Breckinridge School and the tenth is
the MSU representative. Starting in 1994, three board mem -

bers will be elected each year for three-year terms. The chairperson of the Society's Board of Govem~rs is a voting member
of the Board of Trustees of th e MSU Foundation, Inc.

7. Q . When will meetings be held?
A. Board meetings will be scheduled at least three times a year
and an annual meeting of the Society's entire membership will
be staged each summer. Meetings will be open to the public.
8. Q . Who are the initial board members and officers?
A. Helen C. Patrick, Barbara B. Fannin, Hubert Allen and
Shirley M. Parker, all of Morehead; and Nancy D. Mangrum,
James C. Oay, Patricia C. Skaggs, Caroline B. McBrayer, William E. Oay and J. T. Holbrook, all of Lexington. Nancy D.
Mangrum is the chairperson. William E. Oay is the vice
chairperson and Shirley M. Parker is the secretary-treasurer.
All board members serve without pay and the Society has no
employees.
9. Q . Does the Society board have a priority list of projects?
A. First and foremost is completion of the Breckinridge Commemorative Scholarship Endowment, including the erection
of appropriate plaques to recognize those who contributed at
least $1 ,000 in their names or in memory of famil y members
and friends. Also high on the list will be upgrading the Breck
Archives and securing a permanent and more accessible home
for the memorabilia. The first archive project will be the repair
and restoration of the 1946 state basketball championship
trophy. A newsletter soon will be initiated as a means of
communicating with tjle more than 2,000 Breck alumni and
friends on the Society' s mailing list. We also hope to assist
individual classes with their own reunions.
10. Q. Why should I join or encourage others to join?

A. "To live in hearts we leave behind is not to die" wrote the
poet. Thatishoweachofuscan preservethosespecialmemories
of our years at Breck. If we revive and nourish the "Breck
Spirit" through the Society, our Alma Mater will live forever in
our hearts and in our good works.

THE BRECKINRIDGE SCHOOL SOCIETY
c/ o MSU Foundation, Inc.
Palmer Development House
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 783-2033

Breckinridge School Reunion
July 3, 1993
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Memory Book
$1

Breckinridge Reunion 199 3
Dinner Program

We'll Meet Again
We '11 meet again
Don't know where, don't know when
But I know we'll meet again some sunny day.
Keep smilin' through
Just like you used to do,
And your smiles will chase the dark clouds far away.
So won't you please say "Hello"
To the friends that I know?
Tell them I won't be long.
They'll be happy to know
That as you saw me go
I was singin' this song;
We'll meet again,
Don't know where, don't know when,
But I know we'll meet again some sunny day.

Alma Mater
Breckinridge, the name we honor
School we love so well;
We her praises sing together
Loud this anthem swell.
See her colors blue and golden
Marching through the fight;
They our spirits young embolden
With a keen delight.
Breckinridge among the mountains
Strong and faithful friend;
Fresh with hope as springing fountains,
Loyal to the end.
Chorus: Raise her colors, wave her banner
All to her are true;
She is better, finer, grander
Dear Old Gold and Blue.

Welcome, Masters of Ceremonies ...................... Dr. John R. Duncan, '56
Jim Tom 0.T.) Holbrook, '70
Dr. Bill B. Pierce, '54
"My Old Kentucky Home" ................. Joyce Saxon, Breck Faculty, 1965-82
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, MSU
Invocation ........................ . .................... Rev. Jack Ellis, '44

"M emones
. " ...................................... Marie Ramey Midkiff, '40
"Breckinridge Revisited" ............... Produced by the Breckinridge Society and
Morehead State University
Introduction by Pat Crutcher Skaggs, '52, Director
Written by Lois Anne Carter Holley, '47
Casting by Barbara Fannin, '60
Narrator Tom Martin Bowne, '67
Director/Videography, John Higginbotham, Coordinator of TV Productions,
Morehead State University
Director/Videography/Lighting, J. David Brown, MSU
Dinner
Expression of Appreciation/Video ................ Caroline Bowne McBrayer, '60
Welcome Address .............................. . Dr. Ronald Eaglin, President
Morehead State University
Recognition of Faculty ................................ Masters of Ceremonies
Breckinridge Commemorative Scholarship Endowment Fund
Presented by Wlliam Earl Clay, '52
Accepted by Boone Proctor Caudill, Jr., MSU Foundation President
The Breckinridge School Society .................. Nancy Duggan Mangrum, '65
Key Club/Ronda! Hart Memorial Appreciation
Cindy Queen Fulkerson, '75, 1974 Key Club Sweetheart
Tom Queen, '76, 1975-76 Key Club President
Memorial Candle Lighting ............................. Masters of Ceremonies
Breckinridge Alma Mater (please stand)
Alice Patrick Reynolds, '44, piano
Kay Patrick McAllister, '62, song leader
Appreciation Presentations ...................... Caroline Bowne McBrayer, '60
Presented by Jack L. Barber, '53
Closing ............................................ Masters of Ceremonies
"W'llM
· " ........ . ................ Alice Patrick Reynolds, '44, piano
e
eet A gam
Kay Patrick McAllister, '62, song leader

The Breckinridge School Reunion
Executive Committee
Jack L. Barber '53
Walter W . Carr '38
James C. Clay '54
William Earl Clay '52
Barbara Brown Fannin '60

Nancy Duggan Mangrum '65
Caroline Bowne McBrayer '60
Shirley Mobley Parker '56
Patricia Crutcher Skaggs '52

"Reunion '93" Committees
Planning/Coordinating

Photos

Caroline McBrayer, co-chair
Barbara Fannin, co-chair
Nancy Mangrum
Jane Smyth
Lois Anne Holley

Annabella Moore, chair
Virginia Williams
Peggy Reynolds
Elizabeth Reffitt

Scholarship

Nell Mahaney, chair
Bob Mahaney
Dale Mahaney

William Earl Clay, chair
Nancy Mangrum
Jim Clay
Pat Skaggs
Larry Botts
Caroline McBrayer
Jack Barber

Video
Pat Skaggs, chair
Lois Anne Holley
Barbara Fannin

Alumni Roster
Barbara Fannin, chair
Caroline McBrayer
Shirley Parker
Nancy Mangrum
Jim C lay
Nell Mahaney
Libby Fraley
Agnes Williams
Walter Carr
Jane Smyth

Publicity
Mike Johnson, chair
Joyce LeMaster
Jamie Lucke
Cindy Fulkerson

"Memorial" Scholarship Donations
Alice Reynolds, chair
Peggy Reynolds
Vivian Carpenter

Video Marketing
Shirley Parker, chair
Agnes Williams

Memory Book

Registration
Merl Allen, co-chair
Sonny Allen, co-chair
Joyce Calvert
Kay McAllister
Virginia Williams
Francis Tharrett

Souvenirs
Jack McBrayer, chair
Janis Ellis

Tours
Denton Blair, chair
Jim Caudill
Walter Carr
Jim Clay

Entertainment
Lois Anne H olley, chair
Billie Jean Clayton
Helen Patrick
Mable Reynolds
Ann Buckner

Program/Itinerary
Barbara Fannin, co-chair
Caroline McBrayer, co-chair
Nancy Mangrum
Shirley Parker
Jane Smyth
Lois Anne H olley

Breckinridge Class Agents
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Barb Fannin 606-784-5839
Alumni Roster Committee
Alumni Roster Committee
Becky Patton Ross, 606-324-5395
Alumni Roster Committee
Alumni Roster Committee
Lena Hamm Boyd, 606-784-6760
Walter Carr, 606-784-7145
Charles Fraley, 513-423-7656
Mabel Carr Reynolds, 606-784-9792
Helen Crosley Patrick, 606-784-4248
Joyce Wolfford Calvert, 606- 784-4594
J.B. Calvert, 606-784-4594
Francis Caudill Tharett, 606-7 38-6628
Jean Fielding Hill, 606-784-652 7
Vivian Flood Carpenter, 606-784-809 3
Merl Fair Allen, 606- 784-5332
Nell Fair Mahaney, 606-784-7389
Billie Jean Caskey C layton, 606-784-5494
C layton Skaggs, 606-293-003 1
Agnes Smith Williams, 606-784-4460
Betty Lane, 606-784-4269
Mary Jo Mobley Walther, 606-561-8724
Melvin Frank Laughlin, 504-537-13 13
C laude G lover, 606-784-4711
Pat Crutcher Skaggs, 606-293-0031
Jack Barber, 606-858-37 16
Nan Lytle Wells, 606-784-4648
Mike Crutcher Johnson, 606-254-23 15
Shirley Mobley parker, 606-784-3798
Gre tta Brown Duncan, 606-784-7810
Pat Caudill Tucker, 614-878-7409
Jane Bowne Smyth, 606-273-3538
Sue Shackleford Wells, 606- 784-9136
Barbara Brown Fannin, 606-784-5839
Keith Pack, 606-784-6483
Kay Patrick McAllister, 606-224-1070
Linda DeHarte Collins, 606-784-6204
Anne Reynolds Buckner, 606-784-725 1
Danny Cornett, 606- 784-2462
Cindy Holbrook Combs, 606-269-589 1
Bobbi Hough Caudill, 606-784-8136
Steve Lewis, 606-784-959 1
Steve Perkins, 606-784-4497
Janet Bellamy Bennett, 606-784-8758
Joey Perkins, 606- 784-8351
Patty Jones Derrickson, 606-784-2134
Robin Razor Mirus, 606-784-8180
Elizabeth Davis Reffitt, 606-784-6712
Cindy Queen Fulkerson, 606-224-1322
Mary Young Greenhill, 606-784-2735
Mallie Wells Adkins, 606-784-7661
Ramona Wolfe Gardner, 606-784-8539
Martha Back Jackson, 606-784-3342
Bob Mahaney, 502-546-1127
Kim Lewis Allen, 606-784-2708
Lara Fannin Allen, 606-783-0028
Kim Pack Ravenscraft, 606-784-3891
Dale Mahaney, 606-781-6739
Ingrid Dehner Allen, 606-268-4027

Mr. and Miss Breckinridge
Class

Miss Breckinridge

Mr. Breckinridge

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Helen Crosley
Joyce Wolfford
Angeline Francis
Barbara Hogge
Jewell Bledsoe
Janet Patrick
Mary Frances Barber
Patsy Young
Gay Banks
Evelyn Caudill
Barbara Hyden
Louella Litton
Sara Glenn Lane
Joyce Brown
Marilyn Sue Crutcher
Gail Crosthwaite
Phyllis McBrayer
Patty Clay
Betty Mays
Judy Lynn Hackney
Etta Jane Caudill
Ruth Ann Fraley
Linda DeHarte
Susan Gale Bays
Diana Jones
Cindy Holbrook
Mica Keller
Gail Bishop
Sheryl Binion
Janet Bellamy
Terri Holbrook
Peggy Harrell
Robin Razor
Kim Miller
Patty Allen
Margie Cornett
Jana Ousley
Robin Dawson
Ann Falls
Liz Day
Linda Thompson
Lara Fannin

Bob Hogge
J.B. Calvert
Tommy Powers
Grover Nickell
Bill Banks
Dickie Scroggin
Marvin Mayhall
John Will Holbrook
Bill Rice
Dickie Staggs
Harold Lancaster
William Earl Clay
Roy Glen Brown
Bill Pierce
Charles Caudill
Roger Carter
Danny Pierce
Ronnie Bach
Paul Blair
Larry Fannin
Steve Young
Brooks Dickerson
Jim Bob Laughlin
Joseph Spencer Mann
Danny Cornett
Rick Calvert
Alan Hackney
Sonny Jones
Crosley Caudill
Jim Tom Holbrook
Don Caudill
Mark Lewis
Tim Porter
Randy Oppenheimer
Mickey Miller
Jimmy Morrison
John Black
Gordon Black
Stark Davis
Michael Campbell
Jim Bendixen
Clayton Black

We want to compile a list of all the 11aledictorians and a~o the citizenship award winners.
If you know any of this information (for any years), please share it with the committee.

Breckinridge Clubs
Alumni Club of BTS
Annual Staff
Eaglet
Sun Dial in 4 7
The Preview in 37
Architectural Drafting Club
Art Club
Band
Beta Club
Camera Club
Chorus
Jr. High Chorus
Sr. High Chorus
Senior Mixed Chorus
Senior Girls Chorus
Glee Club
UBS Co-Ed-Y
Conservation Club
Craftsmen Club
The Crafty Chiselers
Debate Club
Debate Team
Dramatic Club
French Club
Future Homemakers of America
Future Teachers of America
Girls Recreation Association
Girls' Reserve Club
Hi-Y Club
Industrial Arts Club
Junior Classical League
Junior Conservation Club
Key Club
Language Club

Latin Club
Library Club
Minstrel Club
National Forensic League
National Junior Honor Society
National Thespian Club
Newspaper Staff
Megaphone
Banner
Talon
Hep-Cat Herald
The Local Lowdown
Breck News and Views
Eaglet Briefs
Orchestra
Pep Club
Pep Council
School Safety Patrol
Science Clubs
Senior
Seventh Grade
Eighth Grade
Ninth Grade
Thomas Hunt Morgan
Edison
Carver
Curie
School Senate
Spanish Club
Speech & Drama Club
Speech Team
Student Council
Thespians
Varsity Club

Directors of Breckinridge
'Warren Curtis Lappin 1925-1940
Interim directors: Chiles B. VanAntwerp, J.D. Falls, Sam J. Denney
Amy Irene Moore
'Chiles B. VanAntwerp 1940-194 7
Interim clirecraw W:om:eR C LappiR , J.D. r11lb
la Monroe Wicker 1947-1957
James M. Howard 1957-1960
;p. Hazel Whitaker, acting director 1960-1962
Reedus Back 1962-1968
~ 'Ronda! D. Hart, acting director 1968-1969; full-time director 1969-197 5
~ Frank Burns 197 5-1980
Gerald Noblitt 1980-1981
Charles B Whitfield 1981-1982

1
J

Breckinridge Faculty
• indicates deceased.
Art
James Anderson
June Atwood
Larry N Dales
Michael Fox
Gerald Wells
'Thomas D Young

early 60's
60's
62-64, 67-82
60's
60's
36-50's

Business
'Alice E Cox
Joy R Dennis
Glenora Hay
Rienzi Jennings
Sue Young Luckey

50's
67-75
55-56
45-46
60's

Educational TV
Elaine R Kirk
English
Hazel H Calhoun
Sharon Casciano
Nell TCollins
'Samuel J Denney
James D Reeder
Mildred Smith
Jr High English
Mabel W Barber
Bruce Bissmeyer
Joy R Dennis
Tamalyn Glasser
Lois Huang
Kathryn Mincey

65-69
70
6936-65
68-82
69-70
60's-65
-75
67-75
7575-79

Elizabeth Sadler
Joyce Saxon

Health & PE & Coaches
John "Sonny" Allen
Fred Caudill
Kim Cecil
George Cook
Sam Daugherty
Dienzel Dennis
Matt Dillon
Jerry Garris
Gary Gartin
Phyllis Herrold
'Roy "Pappy" Holbrook
Eddie Jones
Lake Kelly
'Robert G Laughlin
Dan Lindsey
Wayne Martin

78-82
late 60's
late 60's
63-81
31-63
63early 70's
81-82
early 70's

35-53
70's-82
60's

Home Economics
Merl Fair Allen
'Patti V Bolin
Sandra Donovan
Rebecca Gamer
'Myrtis W Hall
Coleene B Hampton
Marjorie Wentz Hines
Virginia H Rice
Margie Lee Roberts
Marcia Shields
Mrs Short
Patti Rae Smith
Kaye Thurman

59-60
4272-73
77-81
35-42
81-82
76-77
47-69
60's
73-77
46-47
71-72
69-71
40's
60's
30's
79-80
60's & 70's
30's
60's & 70's

Journalism
Keith R Kappes

53-63
40's
81-82
60's & 70's
68-81
-82
81-82
81-82
59-60
30'2
70's

65-66
65-66
6630's
60-65
63-65

Industrial Arts
'James G Black Jr
'Ronda! D Hart
'Marshall Hurst
Chris Lester
Noah Logan
'Jesse T Mays
Wayne Morella
Norman Roberts

Many dates are approximate.

Foreign Language
Suzanne Bauer
James Bowling
Karen Ferlanto
Bernard Hamilton
Jean Howard
'Juanita Giles Minish
Mary Jo Netherton
Molly Payne
Mara Thorson
Wayne Thurman

Dale McNeely
Martha McNeely
Elizabeth Sadler
Bill Scroggin
Nan K Ward
E Paul Warinner

]

Mathematics
I Leon Burton
'Ira T Caudill
Connie Christian
'Linus A Fair
Nadine Griffith
Nancy Henson
Lois Huang
Charlie L Jones
Paul Kozma
•Amy Irene Moore
Gordon Nolen
Elizabeth Sadler
Joyce Saxon

70-71

...

Music
William Bigham
'Florence Carpenter
Jim Andy Caudill
Randall H Clark
Keith Davis
Jack Elgin
'Marvin E George

70's
57-61
80's
32-33
60's
60's
61-71
70's-80
32-57
70's
65-82

40's
53-54
74-76
40's & 50's
70's-82
30's & 40's

Oval B Hall
'Lewis Henry Horton
Jean Howard
'Keith Huffman
Betty Fraley Marinaro
Michael Newman
Eugene C Norden
Roy Pyle
Robert Schietroma
Faith Ann Searle
William Svec
Margery Wilson
Science
Lucile M Catlett
'Billie Jo Caudill
'Ira T Caudill
Matthew C Dillon
John C Drake
Jesse E Eversole
Gail Russell Gartin
Terry Hoffman
Jean Howard
Hazel Nollau
Carl Victor Ramey
Social Science
Jim Austin
Mabel W Barber
'Mamie Blair
Charles Bruce
Sam Daugherty
Gary B Gartin
Charlotte W Gillum
Lillian Hackney
Lois Huang
B Eddie Jones
Randy Koehler
'Warren C Lappin
John Lester
'Chiles B VanAntwerp
'George T Young
Speech & Drama
Lucy Cooper
John L Edwards
Harlen L Hamm
Jo Anne Holcombe
'Donald F Holloway
Glenda Johnson
Dennis Klasmeier
Sandra Manburg
Craig Martin
Kathryn Crusie Mincey
'Juanita Giles Minish
JD Reeder
Pat Scifres

57-75
30's & 40's
80-81
40's & 50's
78-79
77-80
71-74
75-78
66-70
early 50's
early 50's
32-43
55-56
57-61
7968-71
66-68
78-82
early 70's
79-80
43-74
74-78

60's
67-72
72-79
-79
40's
81-82
70's-80
32-67
70's
79-82
66-75
70's
58-62
81-82
70's
62-64
70's
75-79
31-63
68-82
70's

Mildred Smith
'Julia D Webb
Constance Wells

70's
6470's

Guidance
Mabel W Barber
Hazel Calhoun
Connie Christian
Joy Dennis
Linda Ratcliff
Dan S Thomas
Hazel H Whitaker

early 60's
65-69
81-82
80-81
75-80
69-75

Library
' Marguerite Bishop
Suzanne Boggs Bradley
Barbara Gilley
Opal Hunt LeMaster
Hazel R Martin
Gerald Snodgrass
Marjorie Thomas
C larica Williams
Nancy Wilson

30's & 40's
58-64
73-76
66-73
77-82
64-66
60's-70

!t1 .60 ~
76-77

Speech Therapist
Mariam Stovall

69-70

Elementary
Elizabeth Anderson
Mary T Anderson
Shirley S Blair
'Edith Boggs
'Mary Helen Board
'Anna Wade Brown
Peggy Burdette
'Katie Carpenter
Opal Chumley
Miss Crawford
Thelma Evans
'Margaret Findley
D Kay Freeland
Mildred Giles
Barbara Gilley
Joseph Hall
Coleene B Hampton
'Ruby Hard
Lois Howell
Lois Huang
'Mary Hutchinson
Bernice Jackson
Mary Lynn Jordan
'Pearl Jordan
Daniel K Lindsey
Mrs Ross Lowe
'Jessie G Mangrum
Diane Mann

68-78
52-68
69-82
26-29
383180-82
24-29
54-55
40's
43-71
31-47
78-82
40's
71 -73
7073-81
24-29
72-82
69-75
3159-60, 63-80
75-78
25-30
78-82
51-52
68-82
69-70

'Sue C Mayfield
•Amelia Duley McKinney
Delores Moore
Kat hleen Moore
'Edna Neal
'Lucie D Nickel
'Evelyn Odom
'Etta M Paulson
Mary Northcutt Powell
Dreama D Price
Mary Range
'Georgia Day Robertson
'Elizabeth Roome
'Mildred Silver
'Capitola Simpson
'Era Mae Smelley
Charlene Snedegar
Howard Spurlock
Stellarose M Stewart
'Jessie Stone
'Rebecca Thompson
' Blanch Waltz
Sue S Wells
Hazel H Whitaker

36
3362-63
3429-51
3733
31-43
55-59
74-82
503131-50
2925-29
48-68
60-62
50's
60-68
25-29
29-50
47-69
68-82
50-60

Deceased Breckinridge Students
1931

1932

1933

1934

Preschool
Elizabeth Anderson
Linda Coyle Collins
Masako Cornell
Gretta Ann Duncan
Teresa H Feldman
Debbie Flannery
Karen O Hammons
G loria Harrell
Jane P Heam
Mary Ann Pollock
' Elizabeth Roome
Jo Anne Setser

66-68
79-82
76-82
68-77
68-69
78-79
72-82
69-74
7577-78
30-36
66-68

1935

1936
193 7

Special Education
Marcia S Hopkins
Hazel Martin
Bob Monahan

Others
Helen Dillow
Sandra M Hall
Marjorie W Radcliffe
Glendon R Ruhlman

67-69
65 -67, 72-77
69-72

1938

H. Calvin Bamdollar
Ida McBrayer Caudill
D " I- ~
Claude C layton
Muri Skaggs Gregory
Leland Hogge
Mary Hogge
Mabel Blevins Jones
Maxine Elam Anglin
Dr. Murvel Blair
Nancy Caudill
Lula Lewis Eldridge
Robert S. Alfrey
William S. Allen
Boone Caudill
J. Roger Caudill
R. Telford Gevedon
Raymond Ison
Sadie Logan
Lucy Elizabeth Manning
Flora May
Bernice Redwine
Evelyn Sammons
Willie D. Sparks
Harold F. Blair
Margaret Paxton Davis
Leora Hogge Hutt
Ruth Daly Asbury
Franklin Blair
Virginia Fay Cauydill
E.V. Hollis, Jr.
Janet Judd
John Mobley
Morton K. Watson
lone Bays
Virginia Vencill Caudill
Thelma White
Dorothy Caudill
Truman Caudill
Sadie Hogge Fielding
William E. Hogge
Willard Keeton
Frances Flood Laughlin
Mary Adeline McKinney
Mary Katherine Click Bellamy
J. Warren Blair
James E. C lay
Calvin Crosthwaite
Elwood Dillon
Robert Elam
Harlan T. Hamm
Paul E. Hayes

~,,,~
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1939

1940

1941
1942
1943

1944

1945

1946

Ben Johnson
John Paul Messer
Elizabeth Blair Petro
Fredrick Prichard
Harold G . Rawlings
Loreda Riddle
Catherine Wellman Samuels
Elmer Tackett
Ralph Blair Tomlinson
Grover Trumbo
Felix Dennis Wellman
Camden Young
James G . Black, Jr.
William Synder Black
Mary Jane Peed Caudill
Robert Caudill
Charlotte Martin
Gene Parrard
Mary Frances Proctor
Clyde Brown
Jack Helwig
Jerone D. Judd
George McCullough
Drexal Wells
Hazel Bays
Muth Martin Bowman
Milton Evans
Alfred Francis
Jack Friedman
Mauverine Adkins Bowman
Ted Hamm
Monty Perry
Elman Riddle
Kathryn Sergent Conley
Clyde Moore
Grover Lee Nickell
Francis Penix O'Donnell
Barbara Hogge Smith
Chloe Clay Sturgill
Ernestine Wallen
Frances Bums
Mary Evelyn Royse Davis
Burley Ferguson
Lloyd Quisenberry
Charles Robert "Bob" Ramey
Frances Bert Strictlett
Marion T hornton Wright
Luther Franklin Fraley
James A. Leach
Joseph Clarence McGruder
Harve W. Mobley, Jr.
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1947

1948

1949

1950
1951

1952

1953

1955
1956

Ned Steiner
Jean Christy Wells
Betty Craig
Betty Jane Wolfford Diehl
Carl Wade Fair
James Arthur Fielding
Bernard Greer
Geraldine Harlow
Katherine H udson Jent
John Marvin Prewitt
James S. Williams
Joan Kegley Back
Carl Bailey
Homer Damron
Johnnie Everhart
Dickie Ferguson
James Flannery
William L. Fraley
Martin Hamm
Bill Battson
Johnny Crosley
Gerald Lancaster
David Morrison
John Quesinberry, Jr.
G. Winfred Quisenberry, Jr.
Burl Royce
John C. Flannery
J.S. Adams
Eleanor L. Bruce
Betty J. Gregory
Elizabeth Ann T ribby
Don Bishop
Joe F. Blevins
Clinton Estill Holbrook
Leonard Pettit
Shirley Shafer
Carolyn Harlow Brown
George Jamison
Charles R. Jones
Leroy Parker
John Wallace Fannin, Jr.
David Edward Quesinberry
Don Wells
Charles Homer Butcher

Ja..t.N-Id
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1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1966
1967
1968
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1980
1981
1982
1984

Allan E. Hamilton
William Robert Kenney
James Russell Vincent
Robert "Pete" Pierce Young
Buddy Kirby
Patsy Gayle Stanley Mole
Beecher Taylor
Wanda Lewis Hauck
Samuel Mauk
Winston Mink
Aubra Ferguson
J.T. Fannin
Marion J. Fannin
Marion "Mimi" T ucker Carroll
Jackie Powell Hardin
Kermit L. Vencill
Dane R. Coleman
Carol Barber
Kay Cornette
Bertina Ferguson
Lois Kidd Gaddis
Gary Bishop
Larry Michael Carr
Isaac Flannery
Jeff B. Calvert
Tina Hogge
Sheila Kegley Butcher
Pamela Vencill Schuler
Dane Greer
Doug Templeton
Susan Burns Fitch
Roe Hogge
Winford Adkins
Russell Gulley
Kim Edward Reynolds
Mark Greenman
Gretchen Hicks Caudill
Eddie Cox
Steve Osborne
Kelly Kannady
James Boodry
Jeanne Cornett
Anthony Porter
Mark Messer

The MSU Alumni Directory which is now is the process of being printed
will include Breckinridge former students with their
addresses, phone numbers and biographical profiles.
These directories will be available for purchase from the
MSU Alumni Association later this year.

Breckinridge Milestones
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Firs~~i'iurgess Hall, demolished in 1928.
Sec~5'~J'Jfe basement of Fields Hall.
Board of Regents authorized the construction of the training school's new
building and approved a proposal naming the new model educational facility
in honor of the Reverend Robert Jefferson Breckinridge, a Presbyterian
minister and Superintendent of Public Instruction in the early nineteenth
century who was largely responsible for the passage of the first public school
laws in the Commonwealth.
Breck cornerstone was laid on April 21 with full Masonic honors conducted
by J Harlan Powers, a Morehead attorney. Mr Lappin gave the principal
address, and the response was given by Leora Hogge, a pupil in the seventh
grade. The ceremony was delayed six days by the sudden death of W .
Legrande Jayne, head of the Extension Department of Morehead State
Teachers College.

~~
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class play. Breck's first student organization was the Student Council.
George T Young founded the Minstrel C lub
1933
Athletics awards banquet in honor of Bill Scroggin's basketball team was
1934
held on March 22. Breck's first senior skip day was on May 11. The tradition
was established.
1934-36 Breck had a football team for two seasons.
1935
The Breck orchestra was organized.
1936
Alumni Chapter of Breckinridge Training School was organized with Johnny
Nickell as president and Roberta Bishop secretary.
The Breckinridge basketball team played in the state tournament for the
1937
first time. The first annual of Breck was published - named The Preview.
Jesse T Mays' club, The Crafty Chiselers, became the Breckinridge Chapter
of the A.V.A.'s Future Craftsmen of America.
1938
School newspaper was named The Megaphone and was sponsored by Sam
Denney. Thomas Hunt Morgan Science Club (named for the Kentuckyborn Nobel Prize winner) was organized by Lucille Catlett and affiliated
with the Kentucky Junior Academy of Science.
1939
Breck basketball team competed in the state tournament for the second
time. Breck's Beta C lub was chartered.
1941
Breck's first Beta Revue was presented.
1942
Jim Reynolds was president of the state Thomas Hunt Morgan Science
C lub. The Breckinridge Defense Paper Club was estabished. Ray Lytle
donated his truck to take the paper to market. The first load brought
$56. 71, which was used to buy two defense bonds for Breck.
1946
Mrs Virginia Rice organized the Morehead Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. Coach Bobby Laughlin's team won the state
high school basketball championship on March 16. Many of the team had
been playing together since the · fourth grade. Sonny Allen was chosen
as the outstanding player in the state of Kentucky. Then when the Ky
All-Stars beat the Indiana All-Stars, Sonny was named the Star of Stars.

1947

Breck's enrollment was 286 and the Morgan Science Club (with only 14
members) won the Ky Jr Academy of Science's superior award, for having
the best science exhibits in the state. Breck's first full-si ze yearbook, The
Sundial, was published.
1952
A junior high production of Macbeth included all 60 jr hi students in
the cast. The Breck parents and teachers organized a unit of the ParentTeachers Association. Monroe Wicker founded the Breck Chapter of the
Future Teachers of America.
1955
The school newspaper became The Hep-Cat Herald, sponsored by George
T Young.
1957
This was the first year that student teachers from the college were sent
to any school other than Breck.
1959
Breckinridge Chapter of the National Junior Honor Society was organized
by Mrs Mabel Barber.
1962
Twenty-ninth and final production of the Minstrel Club, "Take Five,"
was presented on Dec 6 and 7.
1963
Breck basketball team, coached by Sonny Allen, played in the state
tournament for the fourth and last time. Added to the curriculum were
boys' tennis, track and swimming, along with girls' tennis and golf.
1964
Danny Cornett scored 87 points in a game against Carter City on Nov
21. This was the second highest number of points ever scored by a high
school basketball player.
1965
Breck Key Club was organized by Ronda! Hart . Mrs. Webb organized a
Breck chapter of the National Forensic League.
late 60's The Cora Wilson Stewart Moonlight School was moved into Breck's side
yard. The Student Council had a fund-raising drive and installed two trophy
cases in the front hall.
1966
MSU Board of Regents changed the name to University Breckinridge School.
Breck debate team won the state and Breck students were state NFL champs
under the direction of Mrs. Webb. The addition to the school was built
at a cost of $750,000, providing a cafeteria and new facilities for the library,
art/photography, speech/drama and others.
1966-68 Sheila Murphy went to the state tennis competition in three consecutive
years.
1967
Mr George T Young transferred to the university's political science
department after teaching at Breck for 35 years (longer than any other
teacher). Dennis Scifres placed second in oral interpretation at the national
invitational tournament at Boston College, the first time a Kentucky student
had placed at that tournament.
1968
Marty Dailey's laser science project went on from the state to the
International Science Fair in Detroit.
1969
Enrollment was 442. School Senate consisting of faculty and students was
formed.
1970
The "split" elementary grades were introduced because of increasing
enrollment. In the early 70's, Breck implemented a health and physical
education program which required four years of participation of aH high
school students.
1971
Modular scheduling was implemented under the direction of Ronda! Hart.

1972
1974
1975
1977
1978
1979

1981

1982

1993

High school summer classes were discontinued.
Breck Beta Club was featured on the front cover of the Nov. 15 issue
of the National Beta Journal.
Breck's peak enrollment was 575. Mandatory elementary and junior high
summer sessions ended. The cross-country team went to the state.
Breck had its first homecoming which was organized by the Student Council.
Tim Back was State cross-country champion.
Breck students celebrated the 50th anniversary with T-shirts sold by Mrs
Huang's classes. A Time Bomb was buried in Breck's front yard with the
inscription "Beneath this plaque lies Breck memorabilia to be opened July
4, 2029, 100 years from the opening of this school. Student Council 1982"
MSU Board of Regents, on August 19, approved the merger of Breck into
the Rowan County School System. The UBS Key Club initiated "Mile
of Pennies" fund-raiser for Ky Cancer Research Center, in memory of
Jimmy Boodry.
The last senior class (of 28 students) graduated on June 1. Graduate Matthew
Hill was the 4th generation of his family to graduate from Breck. Preceding
him were Mary Caudill Hogge (Mrs. Arthur) in 1932, Sadie Hogge Fielding
in 1937, and Jean Fielding Hill in 1944. Another local family has four
living generations of former Breck students: Dorothy Williams Ellis, class
of '31, Jack Ellis '44, Jackie Lynn Ellis Russell '68, and Todd Russell who
had completed the fourth grade when Breck closed. In 1982, J.D. Reeder's
book about Breck was published.
The Breckinridge School Society was established by a unanimous vote of
the Morehead State University Foundation on June 12. On July 2-4, the
Mother of All Reunions takes place in Morehead, Kentucky.

-Notes & Addresses-

If you would like extra copies of the Memory Book , you may purchase them at the video
marketing table for $1 each.
Many thanks to J.D. Reeder for allowing us to use portions of his book, Breckinridge: The
Name We Honor, A Commemorative School History, 1982.

BRECKINRIDGE SCHOOL REUNION

JACK D. ELLIS
'44

ROBERT

J.

BRECKINRIDGE

TRAINING SCHOOL
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Tuesday, May 29, 1951

8:00 P. M.
. . . -.
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PROGRAM

Class Officers
President_ ________ ________ _______ ___ Jane Graves

Processional
War March of the Priests, "Athalia"
P atricia Lamb, Directing
Invocation

Mendelssohn

Secret ary-Treasurer ______ ___ ____ __ Eleanor Bruce
Rev. B. H. Kazee

Overture "Eroica"

Vice-PresidenL ________________ Lida Lou Clayton
Sponsor ________________________ Mr. Sam Denney

Beethoven
Training School Band
Donna Iler, Directing

Bobolink
Junior High Chorus
Corinne Barrows, Director
Moral and Spiritual Values:

Jameknic

Class Roll

Presiding, Jane Graves
Frances Bellamy

Philip Kazee

Eleanor Bruce

Harlan Clarence Kenney

Moral and Spiritual Values in Education

Claude Glover
Nellie J ean Lewis

Lida Lou_flayton

H arold Lancaster

Values Upon Which the American
People Agree

Lida Lou Clayton

Coleen Flannery

Nellie J ean Lewis

Joleen Flannery

Lillian Profit

The American Public Schools Respect
Religious Beliefs

Home and Community Influences
and the School
La Spagnola
The Blue Danube

Jane Graves

Claude Glover, Jr.

Alma Faith Sandford

Spanish

Jane Graves

Patricia Schimmel

Strauss

Betty Jean Gregory

Sally Staton

Barbara Hyden

Libby Tribby

Betty Jessee

J am es Edward Wellman

Senior High Chorus
Leroy Weil, Director
Presentation of Athletic Awards

Walter Hambrick

Friml

Indian Love Call
Breck Sextette
Presentation of Diplomas and Awards

Monroe Wicker

Alma Mater
Rev. B. H. Kazee

Benediction
Recessional

Olivadoti
Dale Meekin, Directing

Bill Tom Wells

Alma Mater
Breckinridge, the name we honor
School we love so well;
We her praises sing together
Loud this anthem swell.
ChorusRaise her colors; wave her banner
All to her are true ;
She is better, finer, granderDear old Gold and Blue.
See her colors blue and golden
Marching through the fight;
They our spirits young embolden
With a keen delight.
Breckinridge among the mountains
Strong and faithful friend;
Fresh with hope as springing fountains,
Loyal to the end.

Floor plan of the
new Breckinridge Hall

Breckinridge Hall is getting a facelift thanks to a $14 million
renovation and expansion project approved by the 1998 General
Assembly.
When the building reopens in 2001, it w ill house the offices of the
Department of Communications, state-of-the-art classrooms, audio and
video productions studios, a digital broadcast center for WMKY Radio,
facil ities for The Trail Blazer, a new theater and aud itorium .
The MSU Foundation, in cooperation with the Breckinridge School
Society, has established a program to allow specific areas of the "new"
Breck to be named in honor of persons who passed through the school.
Originally built in 1931 and renovated in 1965, Breckinridge Training
School and later Un iversity Breckinridge served as an elementary and
secondary school for 52 years and boasted nearly 2,000 alumni before
being closed in 1982 . It now is the home of the Department of
Communications .
A ceremonial groundbreaking will be staged today at 2 p.m . to
signify the importance of this most expensive single capital proj ect in
MSU's history.

by President Ronald G. Eagllli
To Our Alumni and Other Friends:
Thanks to our legislative supporters, I am pleased to report that renovation of the original part of
Lappin Hall was approved in the 1994 special session of the General Assembly.
That $6.8 million decision means we can turn our attention to our next academic priority-the
renovation of Breckinridge Hall. Many of you recall when Breck was a bustling, progressive laboratory
school for our teacher education program. That school closed in 1982 after 51 illustrious years of
service. Breckinridge Hall became the home of the Department of Communications. In addition to
modern facilities for our students here, the Breck project could profoundly impact all of Eastern
Kentucky.
How and why is this true?
If our plans materialize, Breck will become MSU's primary interchange on that "information highway"
you have been reading and hearing so much about. Much of what is being said and written about this
highway of voice, data and video says that the technology will dramatically change all of our lives. In
higher education, communications technology has given birth to "distance learning".
And just what is distance learning?-simply the use of technology which doesn't require students
and their teacher to be in the same physical location for teaching and Tearning to occur. Whether by
satellite, microwave relay or telephone cable, students and teachers can see and talk with each other
and share the excitement of learning.
For example, a professor in a specially-equipped distance-learning studio on campus could
simultaneously teach groups of students at each of our centers in Ashland, Prestonsburg and West
Liberty. And those classes could interact with each other.
This technology no doubt has some shortcomings but just imagine the efficiency of such instruction
as we scramble for scarce resources to meet the needs of students seeking four-year degrees in the
region. Some might say that technology can never compete with a "live" teacher in the same room
with "live" students. I share that view but this is 1994 and we don't have the luxury of that approach in
serving all of our students, particularly those "non-traditionals" who are tied to homes, jobs and
families in their hometowns.
One of our admissions slogans identifies MSU as "The University of the Mountains." Distancelearning technology could make that more of a reality than anyone might have dreamed.
Stay tuned!
Printing Production Manager
r:i.nl'l u T r ~
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3~ by Owensbo~·o, fell from
fourth to sixth. Dayton · (16-7),
Owensboro (14-3) ; College High
of -Bowling Green, (18-1) . and
Olive Hill, (31-8) round out the
,;_ It c:ame close to being a photo- top: ten.
Coflege . High (18-1), , which
'·' graph '' finish did_ this final poll
;:of The Courier-J-ournal region~}
1-, writers. Breckinridge Traj.Pling
' School of . Morehead, the · leader
i"'all · the way, w as given 144 votes
;.•,...just two more than Louisville
Male.
..
"-" Male ·eked out · a 47-45 victory
""' over Breckinridge Saturday night
;;at .the A'._rmory he're, and the Poll,,,cats knew this. They probably
"· 'weighed . the home-floor adv an:_:tage ,to Male and believed the tes- w.timony of Morehead fans that
1> Breck was -- not up to its usual
;,, efficiency.
.
;:,,._ ·How ever, the ratings were
., made before Breckinridge's secr/ond loss- 31-25. to Olive: Hill. Had
~-they known this · later dev elop"'ment Male m ight have been in
''. f.i-rst place a11<:i 'mig)1.t not hav e .
. beeri. At any rate Olive Hill's
~prestig; would .have b~~n in for
i.!a r.ise.
.
·
' Breckihridge followed the same ·
path in ,dow'nfall as did Male.
''-Mille won 18 in a row, then
'"'b owed to Dayton 35-34 and St.
Xavier 34.- 32: Breck captured 19
.,_ straight - and also lost . two in a ·
., ·ow. Tne two now have identi1 cal records' of 19-2.
·
·
Vicco (26-4 ) . to the No. 3 niche
''in the final Big Ten despite · its
::48-44. loss to Wayland. Russell,_
victor recen.tly over Greenup, Oil
· Spr ings and Ashland, boosted ' its .
' record to 25 .wins against thre·e
los ses and climbed ·a . notch.
-:. .- Frankfort (16-2)', w hich . has
-~weathered some rather stormy"
i opp"bSition:. in· its last · fi ve _games
, -Paiis, . \:Panv.ille, .Kavanaugh,
,rversailles and Georgetow,n-,c on- .
, tinued to · gain favor and rose
· -om s . ·
. -- Ci .
.-c.21.:.s _,

: -Breck and Male!
.
.: ., That's the '"(.ay it started
.•early in January · and.-that's
;the way it ended.
. -.

e

-
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DEAN EAGLE, Courier-Journal Staff Writer,

--.

9 'f <,

avenged a 36-24 loss to Creenvnie by 37-24, zoomed from 16th
to ninth to account for the big:'-_ gest gain of the week.
-Sunday the 1-2-3 picks_ of the
Pcill-Cats in . their own regions
will be announced,
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minister.
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orehead
Breck: School We Loved So Well
Students Eye-View III
By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"Better is a poor and wise
child than a n old and foolish
k ing" (Ecclesiastes 4: 13).
Breckinr idge,
Moreh ead
Stat e College's twelve grade
demons tr a tion s chool was
known fo r its special programs, plays, musical concerts
and oth er confidence and ch aracter building activities .
The s chool newspaper of the
mid -193 0s was called the
"Local Lowdown". In 1935, the
"successful sophomores" at
Breckinridge High presented
one of those cha racter building
programs with an outstanding
musical production in the college auditorium.
The cas t included J.G. Black
as m aster of cer em onies on a
mythical radio station F.U.N.
The program included a kick
dance and tap dance by Delma
and Helen Holbrook. Also
included w e r e instrume nta l
solos by Frank Miller (piano),
Calvin Crosthwaite (coronet),
Dorothy Caudill (clarinet ), and
Mary McKinney (clarinet).
Also, there was a vocal trio
: c-omposed of J ean Blair, Delma
Holbrook and Margar et Bays.
But the act that brought the
most applause was the impersonation of the t eachers by
Frances P eratt.

Young students had
education broadened
Breckinridge students had
·. the privilege of being exposed

to art ists, poets, musicians a nd
writers. On December 2, 1935,
a Kentucky auth or who would
become world famous spoke to
a n assembly of the entire
twelve grade school. His name
w as J esse Stuart, and the following critique of his presentation appeared on the firs t page
of the stud ent newsp a per,
"Local Lowdown":
"Mr. J esse Stuart is a
t each er in this s tate. He was
born 28 years ago and work ed
his way through high school
and college. H e r eceived his
college educati on in Tennessee
and then returned to Kentucky
to teach. He t eaches seventh ,
eleventh and tw elfth grade
English and constructive writing as w ell a s coaching track.
The subj ect of his talk was crea tive writing.
Mr. Stuart h as written a
book that is dedicat ed to his
mother and h as a book of
poe m s now on s a le in the
College Bookstore. He h as also
written a book of sh ort stories.
Mr. Stuart's t alk w as mos t
interesting and appreciat ed by
the entire s tudent body."
•This writer would have been
an 8 year old boy sitting in tl)at
audience. Although I do n ot
r em ember J esse Stuart sp eaking to u s, who knows but what
some of that talk a bout "constructive writing" may hav e
becom e embedded into my psyche a nd h a d some influ ce
upon this writer. We are all the
sum of our experiences.

or1es:

e

Liars contest and spelling
contest reported
Contests were always an
important event for students
at
Breck .
The
"Local
Lowdown" s taff reported in
their November 25, 1935, edition the following contest:
"Notice: A liars contest is
now underway at our sch ool.
We know this is not the thin g
that should b e t a ught but
we're doing it anyway." The
contest closed J anuary 2 and
the rules include :
1.
Anyone in school was
eligible providing they h ad a
grade point average of .05 .
(Teachers were a lso eligible .)
2. No limit to the number of
entries, but each entry was
limited to 100 words or less.
3.
Entries were to be submitted to any staff member
and the winner would be
announced January 7.
Unfortunately the January
7, edition of the "Local ,
Lowdown" is not available,
ther efore the name of the wil'ining lie or liar is not available.
But this writer can remember
in later years a great many
Breck s tudents who might
have won.
Also, in la t er years I r emember one of the "lies" considered
a "topper" that might have
won. It was the story of the
farm er digging pos t holes for a
new fence a nd before h e finished, the wind blew so hard it
blew every one of those post
holes into Bath County.
Certainly contests were
important from a s tudents eye
view. Another contest reported
in the "Local Lowdown" was a
little more academic. It was a
written school spelling contest
given in the auditor ium .
Mr. Lappin dictated a list of
100 words to grades 7-12. The
paper reported everyone "was
holding their breath" awaiting
j_, ____ _
.,.
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1955 Breck Junior Firefighters. From left, front row: Dane Hutchinson, Charles Caudill,
Gordon Lambert, Vernon Butler, Larry Monhollon, Tommy Hinton, Don Blair, Jackie
Clark, Allan Hamilton, Jimmy Wells. Second row: Ronnie Tucker, Ruby Ellington,
Charles Staton, Dale Fair, Gerald Crawford, Danny Owsley, David Quesinberry, Calvin
Ray Lytle, Frankie Blair, Ishmael Lewis, E.V. Black.

Around i946, boys from Morehead High School and Breck met in the Breck Auditori u m
t o form a conservation club. All those present gathered on the front steps of Breck for
th is photo. The following boys have been identified, but we wonder if you can recognize
some others. Let us know who you find. Those identified are (listed in no order): Bill
Tom Wells, Bill Calvert, Roy Clemons, John Paul Kegley, Bob Grey, Kenneth Hamm,
Harold Lancaster, Gerald Lancaster, Dick Scroggins, Bill McClain, Grover Roe, Bill
"Red" Roberts, Bob Clay, Melvin Frank Laughlin, "Buddy" Kenn edy, James Lowell
r., - - - •
T ---L
T! - T ~.-.~ l. RHl u V<11110'hn . C1avton
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By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"Better is a poor and wise
child th an an old and foolish
king" (Ecclesiastes 4:13).
Breckinridge,
Moreh ead
State College's twelve grade
dem onstration s chool was
known for its special programs, plays, musical concerts
and other confidence a nd ch aracter building activities.
The school newspaper of the
mid-1 930s was called the
"Local Lowdown". In 1935, the
"successful sophomor es" at
Breckinridge High pr esented
one of those character building
programs with an outstanding
musical production in the college auditorium .
The cast included J .G. Black
as master of ceremonies on a
mythical radio station F.U .N .
The program included a kick
dance and t ap dance by Delma
and Helen Holbrook. Also
included were instrumental
solos by Frank Miller (pia no),
Calvin Crosthwaite (coronet),
Dorothy Caudill (clarinet), and
Mary McKinney (clarinet ).
Also, there was a vocal trio
' composed of Jean Blair, Delma
Holbrook and Margaret Bays.
But the act that brought the
most applause was th e impersonation of the t each ers by
Frances Peratt.
Young students had
education broadened
Breckinridge students had
, the privilege of being exposed

.1..1..1.

t o artists, poets, m usicians a nd
writers. On December 2, 1935,
a Kentucky a uthor wh o would
become world famous spoke to
a n assembly of the entire
twelve grade school. His na me
was J esse Stuar t, and the following critique of his presentation appeared on the first page
of the studen t n ewspa per,
"Local Lowdown":
"Mr. J esse Stuart is a
t each er in this stat e. He was
born 28 years ago and worked
his way through high school
a nd college. He r eceived his
college education in Tennessee
a nd then r eturned to Kentucky
t o teach . He teaches seventh,
eleventh and twelfth grade
English and constructive writing as well as coaching track.
The subj ect of his talk was creative writing.
Mr. Stuart h as written a
book that is dedicat ed to his
mother a nd h as a book of
poem s now on s ale in the
College Bookstore. He has also
written a book of short stories.
Mr. Stua rt's talk was most
int eresting and appreciated by
the entir e s tudent body."
This writer would have been
a n 8 year old boy sitting in t}:iat
audience. Although I do not
r emember J esse Stuart speaking to us, wh o knows but wh at
some of that t alk a bout "constructive writing" may have
become em bedded into my psyche and h ad some influ ce
upon this writer. We ar e all the
sum of our experiences .

The 10th grade class of Breckinridge School, taken in
1935. From left, back row: ? Hayes, Fred Prichard, Ben
Johnson, Elwood Dillon, Alan Hunt, John Click, Camden
Young, J.G. Black. Middle row: Helen Holbrook Parard,
Carol Patrick Hall, Lillian Tackett, Virginia Johnson,
Mary ? Orsburn, Francis Peratt, Mary Louis
> Oppenheimer Carmichael, Cherry Falls Allen, Louise ?
Orsburn, Francis Flood. Front row: John Paul Messer,
Frank Miller, Jimmy Clay, Walter Carr, George T. Young,
•·Bobby Fraley, Robert Humphrey, Calvin Crosthwaite.
Thanks to Cherry Falls Allen, Walter Carr, Virginia
' Nickell Combs and Barbara Tolliver Kas sner for h elping
·, 'to identify many of the p eople in the picture.
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important event for students
at
Breck .
The
"Local
Lowdown" staff r eported in
their November 25, 1935, edition the following contest:
"Notice: A liars contest is
now underway at our school.
We know this is not the thing
that should be taught but
we'r e doing it anyway." The
contest closed J anu ary 2 and
the rules include:
1.
Anyone in sch ool was
eligible providing they had a
grade point average of .05.
(Teachers were also eligible .)
2. No limit to the number of
entries, but each entry was
limited to 100 words or less.
3.
Entries were t o be submitted to any staff member
and the winner would be
announced January 7.
Unfortunately the January
7, edition of the "Local
Lowdown" is not available,
therefore the name of the wi1'ining lie or liar is not available.
But this writer can r emember
in later years a great many
Breck s tudents who migh t
have won.
Also, in later years I remember one of the "lies" considered
a "topper" that might have
won. It was the story of th e
farmer digging post holes for a
new fence and before he finished, the wind blew so hard it
blew every one of those post
holes into Bath County.
Certainly contest s were
important from a students eye
view. Another contest r eported
in the "Local Lowdown" was a
little more academic. It was a
written school spelling contest
given in the auditorium.
- Mr. Lappin dictated a list of
100 words to grades 7-12. The
paper reported everyone "was
holding their breath " awaiting
th e results. (Unfortunately we
are still awaiting the results
because that edition of the
paper is not available.)
Faculty activities also
reported
The "Local Lowdown" was a
business enterprise, because
the paper urged all students to
buy a copy. No price was listed
but students were urged to
drop their suggested n ews
it~ms into locker 2166 on the
th1rd floor.
,
It seems that the staff of the
"L oca1 L ow d own " ro t a t e d every
·
k M · · H k.
six wee s.
~rJone aw m s,
a former editor, wrote she
wanted to thank all of the out.
fi
h . h d
gomg sta:ff or t e1r ar work
a nd to wish the new staff suecess in their new role.
The Breck faculty was not
overlooked in the stud ent
paper. Volume 5, Nov. 25, 1935,
r eported Principal Warren
Lappin spoke to the Kentucky

1955 Breck Junior Firefighters. From left, front row: Dane Hutchinson, Ch arles Cau dill,
Gordon Lambert, Vernon Butler, Larry Monhollon, Tommy Hinton, Don Blair, J a ckie
Clark , Allan Hamilton, Jimmy Wells. Second row: R onnie Tucker, Ruby Ellin gton,
Charles Staton, Dale Fair, Gerald Crawford, Danny Owsley, D av id Quesinberry, Calvin
Ray Lytle, Frankie Blair, Ishmael Lewis, E.V. Black.

Around i946, boys from Morehead High School and Breck me t in the Breck Auditorium
to form a conservation club. All those present gathered on the fron t step s of Breck for
this photo. The following boys have been identified, bu t w e wond er if you can re cognize
some others. Let us know who you find. Those identified are (listed in n o orde r): Bill
Tom Wells, Bill Calvert, Roy Clemons, John Paul Kegle y, B ob Grey, Kenneth Hamm,
Harold Lancaster, Gerald Lancaster, Dick Scroggins, Bill McClain, Grover Roe, Bill
"Red" Roberts, Bob Clay, Melvin Frank Laughlin, "Bu ddy" Kennedy, James Lowell
Ellington, Dr. Haggan, Harve Mobley, Earl Leach, J im Leach , Billy Vaughn, Clayton
Skaggs, Tom Holbrook, John Will Holbrook, Harold Cau d ill, Bob Bach, John Carl
Flannery, "Squirt" Fraley, Marvin Mayhill, Ed Fannin, James Green, "Junior" Morrison ,
Allen Jon es Kazee, Jim Williams, Lowell Hudson, Bobby Stamper, Don Miller and Joe·
Magruder.
·
Associa tion
of
School
Principals in Frankfort and
fifth grade teacher, Miss Etta
Paulson, was elected chairman
of the Directors of Elementary
Teachers at the Eastern
Kentucky
E ducational
Associa
. t 10n.
·
Al
th · d
d teache
e
r
M.iss so
Od, om Irspo kgra
t
e o th a t same
grou p a bout teaching Social
S ciences
.
.
p • • 1 W
L
·
rmcipa
arren
appin
also urged the Breck students
t o organize a nd form more
school clubs. He said, "We are
hoping before the school year
is over we will see a bigger and
better t raining sch ool."
He m ust h ave been success-

ful beca u se in la t er year s,
Br eck h ad dozens of social,
academic, and athletic clubs.
Later principals must have
muttered under th eir brea th
how in the world did this
school get so many clu bs. (Now
they know ).
Evidently ther e was one student in Breck unhappy with
his or h er grade in French
because one student wrote in
the paper, "How is it possible
to make an A on th e final test
in French , then make an E in
the class? Professor Keet on
can answer that if you go t o his
r oom , he will give you his theory."
Movies (not educational
films) sh own

J esse May, industrial arts
and n in th grade homeroom
teach er made a bid to become
the most popular teacher at
Breck when h e showed movies
in the Breck Auditorium in the
evening.
He
a dvocated
showing
Mick ey Mou se, P opeye and
other cart oons, a nd charged
five cents admission. But if
you bro ught your "sweetie",
sh e got in free . The paper comment ed, "If that is true, th ere
will not be a ny singles there,
and the couples will split the
cost and pay th eir admission .
with pennies . Breck students ·
were quick to. catch on to a
good thing."
Continued later. ..
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Breck: School We Loved So Well
Stud ents Eye-View IV
By JACK D . ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"How much better it is to get
wisdom than gold" (Proverbs
16:16).
A summary of Breck activities during the 1930s era from
a student's eye view could best
be reflected in this summary of

the fall semest er of 1934-35.
It was printed in the "Blue
and Gold Gazette, Historical
Supplement of M.S.C."
September :
Incr eased
enrollment over last year with
120 students in grades 1-12.
October: A music appreciation course was offered in connection with an N .B.C. radio

~~Morehead :1\-lemories"
bv Jack D. UH is

PllbUshed by/The .Its.1W Stmut F'oundatiot1
:Mailed ru,ywh~e in 1hc u_s_
Order today from.:

Jack l>. l:£Hls
550 W. Sun Street
I\,forch.cad, K Y 40351
(606) 784-7473; $35 plus $2 S&li
Also ,,available i1t 1\-JSU Boo~tore., St. C'hdre Gift Shop,
<~ofTc-etree: Boo~ O~tainons and Mustard Seed

The Breck Minstrel Club presente d "Isle of Paradise" in
1961. George Young plays the piano for the happy members of the cast.

program for the fourth and
fifth grades.
The three (only) high school
varsity cheerleaders chosen
were N oveal Honey, Ruth
Porter and Helen Holbrook.
A musical program was
given in the auditorium by four
new band members: Young,
Marshall, Woodmensee and
Grethrie. (Last names only).
The football schedule was
announced that include
games with Prestonsburg,
Mount Sterling, Martin, Olive
Hill, Raceland and Coles
Junior High School in Ashland.
November: 33 students were
listed on the first six weeks
honor roll. (About one-third of
the students.) Halloween was
celebrated by the first, second
and third grades and a spelling
contest was planned by th e
sophomores.
Casting for the minstrel
club included J.T. Daugherty
as the interlocutor and Eugene
Tatum, Truman Caudill, and
Melton Davis as end men.
A reading demonstration
was given by the first grade to
a class in Ashland. Mr. Earl
King Senff (old swimming pool
named for him) gave a t alk in
Chapel on "Radio City."
Three one act plays were
presented by the ninth grade
at Chapel. Fifth grade took an
imaginary trip arou nd the
world.
Minstrel club elects
first officers
The Minstrel Club org
ized and the following officer's
were elected: Franklin Blair,
president; Nola Jayne, vice
president; and Neveal Haney,
secretary-treasurer.
The seventh grade had 12
students that were awarded
blue ribbons by the Health

or1es:

~

is is some of the graduating class of 1941 when they were in the fourth grade, c. 1934.

I;t shows five "practice" teachers (college student s preparing to be teachers). They are
called "interns" today.
epartment. (Those were students who had completed a
series of health activities, eg.
had all their inoculations,
s ots, physical exams,and
c mpleted a stringent physical
a tivities test such as running,
jumping and climbing.)
A program about Daniel
Boone presented by Breck students in Chapel, and the sixth
grade gave a Thanksgiving
program in Chapel. November
ended with Raceland defeating
B eek in football 35-0.
December: Breck won its
basketball
game
against
Flemingsburg but lost to
Fren chburg.
Pictures
of
-Treasure Island were made by
th ninth grade and shown in

Chapel by Mr. Hudson. The
first and second grade had a
Christmas party.
January: (In the 1930s the
first semester lasted through
January). On January 9, the
senior class presented a major
production · called "Almost
Everyman" by Helen Austin.
The cast inclu ded: Morton
Watson, Franklin Blair, Gladys
Evans, J.T. Daugher ty, Otlee
Mabry, Elmer Tackett, John

Fitch, Virginia Caudill, Janet
Judd, Roberta Bishop, Eugene
Calvert,
Lenora
Jones,
Camden Young, Kenneth Bays,
Frances Peratt,
Ha z e 1
Honaker, Opal Blanton, Cecil
Hall and Ray Stamper.
Basketball games remaining on the schedule that year
were: Soldier, Ewing, Grayson,
Olive Hill, Bowling Green and
Boyd County. (Bowling Green
was quite a trip in that era.)
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Breck: School We Loved So Well, V
"Students Eye-View"
By J ACK D . ELLIS
Special to Th e Morehead News
Tiny Tot Tattler published
By the 1950s, there was a
new student newspaper at
Breck called "The Tiny Tot
Tattler." It reported in October
1950, that the first grade had
all gotten their shots.
Almost in the same article,
it was reported they visited the
Spring Grove Dairy and got ice
cream (perhaps that was the
secret of getting all the children to take their vaccinations).
The first grade also visited
the Rowan County News office
and saw them print the Trail
Blazer and they gave them all
a paper to take home. Also,

· they saw h ow the pr inting
machines worked. The class
also planned a nature field trip
the next week. (They were a
bunch of busy bees.)
The elementa ry grades had
visitors from the third, fourth
and
fifth
grades
from
Owingsville
wh o
visited
Breck's third, fourth and fifth
grades.
The firs t gr ade reported
they had a good t ime doing finger painting in Mrs. Claypool's
Art class, and Mrs. Wilke's
Geography class visited th eir
class and talked about the seasons of the year.
The second grade class had
fun learning to count and sing
songs in Fren ch . They also
learned t o name the parts of a

bird and the features of their
own faces in Fren ch. Their
French
teach er
was
Mademoiselle Bigoni.
Under elementary s chool
"personals" there were such
items as Susan, Rachael and
David had the chicken pox,
and Glenn was back in school
after being ou t with the chicken pox. (It looked , like Glenn
started it all).
Th ey even report ed the bad
news, such as Carol's cousin's
duck died and Judy's cat r a n
away. But the good news was
Dean's dog had four puppies
and Sally's horse Dixie h ad a
colt and she named him Dixie.
After the first grade class
visited the Rowan County
News office they wrote a song
called "The Printing Press
Song":
I like to watch the printing

•

mor1es:
ress all day long
Click clack, click clack, hear
it sing its song.
Extra, extra hear the news
boy, extra, extra he does call
Extra, extra you can hear
him th roughout the year
Click clack, click clack goes
the printing press.
Click clack, click clack the
people like to watch
It prints the news for you,
(or you, for you, for you.
The whole song was collectively written ' by all first
graders including: Susan
Hutchinson,
Mary
Gay
Chumley, Deana Dungan,
Anne Reynolds, Vanda Botts,
IDavid Malahan, Toni Allen,
Dixie Alexander, Goble and
Evans.
Local Lowdown
reported sports
Sports were also reported in
the 1930s school paper, the
"Local
Lowdown ."•
One
reporter wrote he had watched
the boys basketball team practice.
The first and second time
they had scrimmaged, it
seemed the second team gave
the first team all they could
handle. That was reported as a
good sign because no one was
sure of his starting position.
But the five boys who start-

1934-35 basketball team: Gene Calv ert, J ohn Harvey
Fitch, Fred Prichard, Ralph Holbrook, Bill Ramey
"Pappy". Holbrook, James Johnson, Kayo Hogge, Dorse;
Long, MIiton Davis.
ed the season that first game
on December 10 against
Menifee
County
were
Daugherty and Tatum (forwards), Babb and Pritchard
(guards) and Long (center).
Menifee County won the game.
In 1935, the girls of Breck
were wondering why they were
excluded from every form of

athletics. They all liked sports
and were looking forward to
the time when they could once
again be able to participat e in
sports.
(Basketball
was
dropped for girls in the early
1930s because it was supposed
to be too stressful). It would be

See BRECK on C '
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Special to The Morehead News

Tiny Tot Tattler published
By the 1950s, there was a
new student newspaper at
Breck called "The Tiny Tot
Tattler." It reported in October
1950, that the first grade had
all gotten their shots.
Almost in the same article,
it was reported they visited the
Spring Grove Dairy and got ice
cream (perhaps that was the
secret of getting all the children to take their vaccinations).
The first grade also visited
the Rowan County News office
and saw them print the Trail
Blazer and they gave them all
a paper to take home. Also,

· they saw how the printing
machines worked. The class
also planned a nature field trip
the next week. (They were a
bunch of busy bees.)
The elementary grades had
visitors from the third, fourth
and
fifth
grades
from
Owingsville
who
visited
Breck's third, fourth and fifth
grades.
The first grade reported
they had a good time doing finger painting in Mrs. Claypool's
Art class, and Mrs . Wilke's
Geography class visited their
class and talked about the seasons of the year.
The second grade class had
fun learning to count and sing
songs in French. They also
learned to name the parts of a

•

emor1es:

bird and the features of their
own faces in French. Their
French
teacher
was
Mademoiselle Bigoni.
Under elementary school
"personals" there were such
items as Susan, Rachael and
David had the chicken pox,
and Glenn was back in school
after being out with the chicken pox. (It looked like Glenn
started it all).
They even reported the bad
news, such as Carol's cousin's
duck died and Judy's cat ran
away. But the good news was
Dean's dog had four puppies
and Sally's horse Dixie had a
colt and she named him Dixie.
After the first grade class
visited the Rowan County
News office they wrote a song
called "The Printing Press
Song":
I like to watch the printing

Breck's first regional championship team, 1937. From left, front: Charles Fraley, Bob
Fraley, Calvin Crosthwaite. Second row: Walter Carr, Harold Allen, Clinton Tatum,
Harry Caudill, Fredrick Pritchard. Third row: Coach Bob Laughlin, George 0. Jackson,
Ben Johnso~, Wendell Brown, Billy Hogge (manager). Standing in the rear are the
Donald brothers. Not pictured are Bob Elam and Buddy Judd. The team lost in the
first round to Pilot Oak by one point.

press all day long
Click clack, click clack, hear
it sing its song.
Extra, extra hear the news
boy, extra, extra he does call
Extra, extra you can hear
him throughout the year
Click clack, click clack goes
the printing press.
Click clack, click clack the
people like to watch
It prints the news for you,
for you, for you, for you.
The whole song was collect ively written by all first
graders including: Susan
~utchinson,
Mary
Gay 1934-35 basketball team: Gene Calvert, John Harvey
humley, Deana Dungon, Fitch, Fred Prichard, Ralph Holbrook, Bill Ramey
Anne Reynolds, Vanda Botts, "Pappy" Holbrook, James Johnson, Kayo Hogge, Dorse;
avid Molahan, Toni Allen, Long, Milton Davis.
ixie Alexander, Goble and
Evans.
ed the season that first game athletics. They all liked sports
Local Lowdown
on December 10 against and were looking forward to
reported sports
Menifee
County
were the time when they could once
Sports were also reported in
Daugherty and Tatum (for- again be able to participate in
e 1930s school paper, the
wards), Babb and Pritchard sports.
(Basketball
was
'Local
Lowdown."•
One
(guards) and Long (center). dropped for girls in the early
r eporter wrote h e had watched
Menifee County won the game. 1930s because it was supposed
the boys basketball team pracIn 1935, the girls of Breck to be too stressful) . It would be
tice.
were wondering why they were
The first and second time excluded from every form of
See BRECK on
they had scrimmaged, it
seemed the second team gave
the first team all they could
andle. That was reported as a
good sign because no one was
ure of his starting position.
But the five boys who start-
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Morning surge in blood
pressure linked to strokes
In older peo ple with high
bl oo d press ure, a sharp
increase in blood pressure in
the morning increases the risk
of stroke and is linked to brain
l esions known as "silent"
s trokes , according to a study
i n the ra pid access issue of
"Circulation: Journal of the
American Heart Association."
''This study is the first to
s h ow that an excessive
morning blood pressure surge
i s a predictor of stroke in
elderly people with high blood
press ur e ," said lead author
Kazuomi Kario, M.D ., from
th e department of cardiology
at Jic h i Medical School in
Tochigi , Japan. "This finding
was
independent
of
a mbulatory blood pressure
l ev el s an d target organ
damage."
Ambulatory blood pressure
is a 24-hour continuous blood
pressure
measurement.
Target organ damage is the
damage to organs such as the
brain, h eart or kidneys caused
by high blood pressure.
"This s tudy also extends
previous work showing that
people with an extreme dip in
blood pressure overnight are
a t increased risk for stroke,
and th at the reason may be
the morning surge rather than
the ex ces sively low blood
pressure during the night ,"
Kario said.
Kario's team followed 519
Japanese patients with high
blood press ur e (average age
72) for a n average of 41
months . All participants
underwent ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring and a
magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) s can to determine the
p rese nce of silent cerebral
i nfar cts (brain lesions that
i dicate a "silent" stroke).
High
blood
pressure
qh_yp e rte nsion ) is diagn?s,~~

Researchers calculated the
morning blood pressure surge
b y m eas urin g the average
systolic blood press ure during
th e
tw o
hours
after
awakening, and subtracting
the average sys tolic blood
pressure during the one hour
that in cl ud e d the low es t
sleeping blood pressure.
Participants were divided
into two groups. The morning
surge (MS) group included 53
patients who had a morning
blood pressure increase of 55
mm Hg or greater. The nonMS group includ e d th e
remaining 466 patie nts who
had a morning blood pressure
increase of less than 55 mm
Hg.
The ·a verage morning blood
pressure increase was 69 mm
Hg in the MS group, and 29
mm Hg in the non-MS group.
The researchers found that
participants in the MS group
were mor e likely to have
multiple "silent" strokes (57
percent ) than the non-MS
group (33 percent) according
to their MRis at the start of
the study.
In addition , 19 percent of
those in the MS group had a
s troke during th e follow-up
p eriod compared with 7 .3
percent of people in the nonMS group .
Even after adjusting for age
a nd
amb ulatory
blood
pressure, the r elative risk of
stroke for p eo ple with a
mornin g s urge was nearly
thr ee times higher than for
people wit hout the surge.
Research ers also found that a
10 mm H g increase in the
morning blood pressure surge
increased stroke risk by 22
percent.
Kario said, "The r es ults
suggest that the morning
surge in blood pressure could
be a n ew target for drug
L - .-. .-. "- - - .L.
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on s troke risk, they di d
observe that such medication
was associated with reduce d
stroke risk.
"Thus , controlling the
m or ning
s urg e
with
antihypertensive m edication
might d ecrease stroke risk,"
Kario said.
He added that these
finding s
should
be
inv es tigat e d
in
othe r
population s and in a large
randomized, con trolled trial
using antihypertensive drugs
aimed at suppressing the
morning blood pressure surge.
In
an
acco mpanying
editorial , Norman M. Kaplan,
M.D. , from the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical
Center at Da ll as, quippe d ,
"Some days it just doesn't pay
to get out of bed."
He said Kario's study is the
larges t and most d efi nitive
inves tigation of the longrecognized pattern of high er
cardiovascular event rates in
the morning hours.
"The clinical inferences of
the data from this study ar e
clear," Kaplan said. "Patients
who experience surges of blood
pressure after arising are at
risk for stroke and likely other
cardiov ascular events. Th e
presence of such surges can be
identified by hom e blood
pressure measurements. And,
if th e early morning blood
pressure is a bove 140/90 mm
Hg ,
additional
antihyperten sive therapy is
indicated."
He added that it would be
logical for drug treatmen t to
includ e antihypertens ive
m edicin es that are effe ctive
for 24 hours or longer.
Kario 's co -authors ar e
Thomas G. Pickering, M. D.;
Yuji Umeda, M .D .; Satoshi
Hoshide , M.D.; Yoko Hoshide,
M.D.; Masato Morinari, M.D.;
Mitsunobu Mur ata, M.D .;
Toshio Ku roda, M.D.; Joseph
E . Schwartz, Ph .D .; an d
Kazuyuki Shimada, M.D.
The research was part ly
funded by the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute.
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1960s before the girls would
again play basketball in
Kentucky high schools.
Bu t · the paper reported in
November 1935, that the football team would be discontinued at Breck after a game with
Olive Hill was canceled. Dean
Lappin told the football players they would receive their
letter because they had all
worked so hard .
Coach Laughlin announced
basketball practice would
begin Monday, therefore, 1935
ended Breckinridge's football
team because of lack of players.
Reports in the "love lorn"
column were very much part of
every school newspaper. That
was especially true of every
issue of the "Local Lowdown,''.
eg. Margie and Willard are on
a see-saw again. They were
even seen dodging each other.
Also at last report, the PerattCaudill case was denied even
though they were still walking
together.
Charles is really up in the
air these days. Courts all night
and sleeps all day in school.
That would get anyone down.
Also, we were wrong about
Freddie and Libby Blair. But it

4
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was a good idea anyway and
Francis Flood is filling up the
entire space in J .G.'s heart.
There was a warning that
Camden Young's John Alden
was taking Cherry from him .
That may be true if you notice
the down cast look on
Camden's face.
In a column, "Looking Into
the Future" a reporter saw:
"Coach Pappy Holbrook
struggling with his championship football t eam at
M.S.T.C . What a
coach!"
"Mr. George Young guarding
the tomb of the unknown soldier. (Mr. Young in r eality during World War II guarded the
gold at Fort Knox, Kentucky.)"
"Mr. Lappin will become a
barker in a tent show and our

dear fac ulty on th e jury for
"gum chewing". (Gum chewing
was a maj or problem in schools
of the 1930s). What if that was
the schools major problem
today?"
School newspapers that presented a students eye view of
Breck over its 50 year history
included : Local Lowdown,
1934-35; Breckinridge Banner,
1935-36; The Megaphone,
1938-45; Tiny Tot Tattler,
1950; The Little Beaver, 1954;
The Hep Cat Herald, 1957; The
Talon, ?; Breck Ne ws and
Views ,?.
Some issues still survive of
the
Local
Lowdown,
Breckinridge Banner, The
Megaphone, Tiny Tot Tattl er,
and The Little Beaver.

4-H hosts youth
shooting contest
set for Saturday
The Rowan County 4-H
Shooting Sports Club will be
conducting an Events Day on
Saturd ay, March 22 at the
Kentu cky Long Rifle Range .
The Events Day will be for
4-H participants that enrolled
in the 4- H Shooti ng Sports
project and received a letter.
Those that did not attend
the training on Feb. 1 will
need to be at the Rifle Range
by noon. Everyone else needs
to be there at 1 p.m. Contact
the Extension Office at 7845457 for questions.

Made k ites
Jade Turner and Andrea Thompson enjoyed assembling
a nd d ecorating their kites at Rowan County Public
Library's "Let's F ly a Kite" ev ent on March 15.
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Breck: School We Loved So Well, VI
"Students Eye-View"
By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

Editing: Joyce Wolford ,
Sonny Allen and Yvonne Lyon .
Printing: Mary Lappin and
Frances Penix. Art: Alice
"Declare ye ... and publish .. .
Patrick and Bill Banks .
and set up a standard and conDis tributing: Vivi an Flood ,
ceal not" (Jeremiah 50:2).
Zane Young, Gwen Perry,
. The decad e of the 1940s Jimmy Boyd and Peggy
brought a n ew students' eye Reynolds.
view ofBreckinridge's 12 grade
The student council was a
college demonstration school.
very
important part of the
It was called the "Megaphone"
school
because it was the
and it was a student newspagroup
that
planned, organized
per that r eported most of the
school's news worth knowing and regulated all student clubs
- and a lot not worth know- a nd social activities . There
were two representatives from
ing.
each class in grades 7-12.
It was a four -page mimeoThe October 29, 1941, issue
graph paper, a nd listed a staff
that might have been larger of "The Megaphone" reported
than the Lexi ngton Leader's. all the student Council repreHowever, it covered Breck like sentatives from each classroom
the dew. With an apology to the with a brief biographical
Atlanta Constitution that h ad sketch of some of the represenon their mast h ead, "Cover s tatives. President and vicepresident that year were Jack
Dixie Like the Dew.")
Friedman
and
Frances
Megaphone published at
Caudill.
Breck 1938-46
Among those members spotThe "Megaphone" staff of
light
ed that year were Libby
1941 listed Mary Denny, editor. Copy included : Betty Sluss (Known by her parents
Banks, B,uth . Fai r, Barbara as Elizabeth). She was a senior
Hogge, Roscoe Hutchinson, a nd had previous council expeMartha Pennebaker, Elean or rience and was social commitGullett, Mae Hall , Martha tee chairman . (Now we know
Wellman, Jane Young, Minnie why there were so many social
Green, Arthur Felding, Charlie events at Breck).
Also mentioned in the same
White and Betty Litton.
--

-

.
-

article was "One tenth grade
position went to Jack Ellis.
He's a Science Club pledge, but
we'r e sure that even a paddle
couldn't keep him from voting
his best judgment." Other
Council m embers included
Ine z
Kegley
(fr eshman),
Charles Blair (junior), Minnie
Green (7th), Harold Holtzclaw
(8th) and Walton Hayes (senior).
Paper published school
support of WW II
The years of World War II,
1941-1945, were years of suffering and pain throughout the
world. This nation was
embroiled in a world-wide conflict that saw about 1,500
Rowan Countians leave home,
family, job and future to serve
their country, while others
moved away to work in defense
plants.
It was a time of turmoil and
uncertainty for those young
p eople in high
schools .
Teachers and older classmates
· 1eft school to enter military
service. Those r emaining in
' school did what they could to
support the war effort such as
collecting scrap aluminum,
iron and paper.
Defense paper drive
organized
It could be said that paper
recycling began in Morehead
over 60 years ago with one of
the most active clubs at

Breckinridge High School. It
first began in the 1940s with
the Defense paper Club.
It started in the seventh
gra e class and gradu a lly
extended throughout Breck
into the college and the town.
Th e officer s in th e club wer e
Jim my Williams, president,
wit three vice presidents:
Earl Alderman, Jimmy Bays
and Raymond White.
Eve n the pets helped out
1th all of Breck working
tog ther, the club collected
7,000 pounds of paper in seven
we~s. The first load brought
$56. 1 and the money was
use to buy defense bonds.
iss Amy Irene Moore,
Defi nse Paper Club sponsor,
said on one occasion while h er
seventh grade math cl ass was
t aking a t est, she h eard a noise
at her classr oom door.
When sh e opened the door
the e was a big German
She h erd with a n ewspaper in
it's mouth. When sh e asked the
dog if it wanted to contribute
tot e paper drive it wagged its
tail, opened its mouth and
dro ped the paper at h er feet
and walked contentedly away.
No further explanation was
given except that even local
dogs were h elping in the war
effort.
Paper pick up points were ·
placed all around the college
campus and in local business-

-
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Breckinridge, 1940s. With
gasoline rationing, there
were very few cars on .,··· ..ij
campus.
\,i

es. Mr. Stone Jackson, a staff
member in the
College
Administration Building, (now
Rader Hall) helped in sorting
the paper. Stone said in sorting
through the paper, he fourid
such things as bathing s uits,
dead mice and false teeth.
Recreation and social
walking
During the war years there
were shortages of food, clothing, cigarettes, gasoline and
most consumer goods. But the
shortage of gasoline may have
been the one that a ffected the
school the most.
It seems that students took
a lot of hikes in those days.
The "Megaphone", Breck student newspaper, reported

~

about the 1942 sophomore
class that took a long hike.
Each member of the class
could invite a guest on the
hike.
The class met at 3:30 p.m.
on Friday afternoon in front of
the Trail Theater.· They hiked
up Wilson Avenue, over t he hill
and down to North Fork of
Triplett - supposedly a distance of 7 miles. There beside
the stream, they built a huge
camp fire, roasted wieners and
marshmallows, and told ghost
stories before rnking back to
Morehead.
All said they
had a wonderful time but were
glad to get home to a soft chair

See BRECK on C-2
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and warm fire.
The "Megaphone" reported
some of the boy-girl gossip
about that hike: (1) Barb and
Burlie, (2) Ruth and Kildee
ar m in arm, (3) Yvonne and
C.G., (4) Jane lonesome for
Ha rold, (5) Burlie carrying
damsels across the streams,
(6) Casanova · Clyde escorting
many different girls.
(That was this writers class,
but I had a broken leg and
missed that hike.) I really didn't know how much I had
missed until r eading this article in the "Megaphone" 60
years later.
·
Was the draft needed
after WW II?
Throughout the war years
of
1941-1945,
the
"Megaphone" reported club
news, social events, programs,
poems , plays, jokes, student
biographies, academic events
a nd debates.
One major debate going on
after the war ended in 1945
was "Should the draft be cont inued?" Breck boys were
asked that question and here
wer e th e answers:
1 - Harold Holtzclaw: Yes,
but it must be modified to be
for six months. (Harold ended
up in the Pentagon as a career
military ma n ).
2 - Don Battson: ''Yes, I'm
all for it." (Don also was career
milit ary).
3 - Bill Litton: "I'm against
it all the way."
4- Clayton Skaggs: ''Yes, if it
doesn't get around to me."
5 - Carl Fair: ''Yes, but it
bust be strictly physical and

disciplinary."
6 - Harve Mobley: "No, I'm
not against army life but never
a draft."

·.
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7 - Dick Scroggin : "Sounds
good t o me."
8 - Sonny Allen: "I'm against
it, buddy I don't want to go."
(Sonny did go and served his
time in th e military.)
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9 - "Corky" Ghee: ''Yes, if it
doesn't get me."
10- Billy Fraley: "It's all
right with me". (Billy served in
the Army).
All of those boys wer e too
young t o be drafted, but if they
had been drafted, Breck would
have a hard time winning the
1946 st ate bask etball championship becau se at least six of
them were on that championship team .

.Also..available at MSU Boo~tm~e, 'SL Cbtire Gift Shop,
( .. ofT(;-etree ~ Oc<:al!ito.ns and l\>lustard ScetJ
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WWII
Breck boys in service
(1942)
George T. You ng, Willard
Keeton ,
Gen e
Crawford,
Deward
Sorrell ,
Ha r ry
Boggess, E arl Boggess, Drexal
Wells, Harry Caudill , Bill
Ramey, Camden Young, J .
Warren Blair, J ack Canan,
H .T. H amm, Irvin Hamm, Asa
Adkins, J oe Cassity, Clester
Riddle , J .T. Dau gherty, Bob
Hogge, Joe Tolliver, Geor ge L.
McCullough, Raymon d Hall, ·
Glenn Vencill, Bill Bays, W. C.
Howard, J ohnie Paul Messer,
Walter Carr, Bill McKnight,
Jack Friedman .

This is the Breck freshman class 1940.All six boys entered
World War II in 1944, followin g graduation. From left, top:
Mert Mynhier, Evan Dalton, Clyde Moore, Carl Cassidy,
Jack Ellis, t eacher: Mr. Denny. Second row: Bob Alley,
Vivian Flood, Barb Hogge, ?, Jean Fielding. Third row:
Mary Helen Wilson, J e an Thompson, Francis Penix, Jane
Young. Fourth r ow : ?, Margaret Wells, Yvonne Lyons,
Chloe Clay. Fifth r o w: Martha Wellman, M. Alley, Patsy
Black, Katherine S a r geant, Phyllis Jayne. Sixth row:
Ruth Fair, Alice Patrick, ?, B ea Sorrell, Mae Hall. (Breck
archives).

Some kids will do anything
to get out of takh1g their bad tasting
.
antibiotic
· ·
"Ralphy, time to take your medicine"

In concert
The Perrys, a s outhern g ospel group, will be in concert
at Cle arfield Tabernacle F irst Church of God on Sunday,
March 30 a t 2 p .m. The church is located one-half mile
south on H wy. 519 in Clea rfield.

Breckinridge High School Science Club, 1941-42. From
left, row one: Irvin Kash, Jim Reynolds, p re sident,
Kentucky Academy of Science. Row two: Peggie
Reynolds, Margaret Wells, Jean F ielding, Jean

Eastern Hills Saddle Club

and warm fire.
The "Megaphone" reported
some of the boy-girl gossip
about that hike: (1) Barb and
Burlie, (2) Ruth and Kildee
arm in arm, (3) Yvonne and
C.G., (4) Jane lonesome for
Harold, (5) Burlie carrying
damsels across the streams,
(6) Casanova · Clyde escorting
many different girls.
(That was this writers class,
but I had a broken leg and
missed that hike. ) I really didn't know how much I had
missed until reading this article in the "Megaphone" 60
years later.
·
Was the draft needed
after WW II?
Throughout the war years
of
1941-1945,
the
"Megaphone" reported club
news, social events, programs,
poems, plays, jokes, student
biographies, academic events
and debates.
One major debate going on
after the war ended in 1945
was "Should the draft be continued?" Breck boys were
asked that question and here
were the answers:
1 - Harold Holtzclaw: Yes,
but it must be modified to be
for six months. (Harold ended
up in the Pentagon as a career
military man).
2 - Don Battson: ''Yes, I'm
all for it." (Don also was career
military).
3 - Bill Litton: "I'm against
it all the way."
4- Clayton Skaggs: ''Yes, ifit
doesn't get around to me."
5 - Carl Fair: ''Yes, but it
bust be strictly physical and

disciplinary."
6 - Harve Mobley: "No, I'm
not against army life but never
a draft."
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doesn't get me."
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10- Billy Fraley: "It's all
right with me". (Billy served in
the Army).
All of those boys were too
young to be drafted, but if they
had been drafted, Breck would
have a hard time winning the
1946 state basketball championship because at least six of
them were on that championship team.
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WWII
Breck boys in service
(1942)
George T. Young, Willard
Keeton,
Gene
Crawford,
Deward
Sorrell,
Harry
Boggess, E arl Boggess, Drexal
Wells , H arry Caudill, Bill
Ramey, Camden Young, J .
Warren Blair, Jack Canan,
H.T. Hamm, Irvin Hamm, Asa
Adkins, Joe Cassity, Clester
Riddle, J .T. Daugherty, Bob
Hogge, Joe Tolliver, George L.
McCullough, Raymond Hall, ·
Glenn Vencill, Bill Bays, W.C .
Howard, Johnie Paul Messer,
Walter Carr, Bill McKnight,
Jack Friedman.

This is the Breck freshman class 1940. All six boys entered
World War II in 1944, following graduation. From left, top:
Mert Mynhier, Evan Dalton, Clyde Moore, Carl Cassidy,
Jack Ellis, teacher: Mr. Denny. Second row: Bob Alley,
Vivian Flood, Barb Hogge, ?, Jean Fielding. Third row:
Mary Helen Wilson, Jean Thompson, Francis Penix, Jane
Young. Fourth row: ?, Margaret Wells, Yvonne Lyons,
Chloe Clay. Fifth ro v: Martha Wellman, M. Alley, Patsy
Black, Katherine Sargeant, Phyllis Jayne. Sixth row:
Ruth Fair, Alice Patrick, ?, Bea Sorrell, Mae Hall. (Breck
archives).

do

Some kids vVill anything
to get out of taking their bad tasting
antibiotic
"Ralphy, time to take your medicine"

In concert
The Perrys, a southern gospel group, will be in concert
a t Clearfield Tabernacle ;First Church of God on Sunday,
March 30 at 2 p.m. The church i s located one-half mile
south on Hwy. 519 in Clearfield.

Breckinridge High School Science Club, 1941-42. From
left, row one: Irvin Kash, Jim Reynolds, president,
Kentucky Academy of Science. Row two: Peggie
Reynolds, Margaret Wells, Jean Fielding, Jean
Thompson. Row three: Gwendolyn Perry, Angeline
Francis, Francis Caudill, Jeanelle Carter, Miss Catlett,
Jack Ellis. Row four: Randy Wells, Freddie Francis,
Howard Horton,, Walton Hayes, Frances Hunt, Talmadge
r.Hn <>

Eastern Hills Saddle Club
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Breckinridge will never die,
will live forever
By JACK ELL~S
Special to The Morehead News

"I will instruct you in the
way you should go." (Psalm
32:8)

The last line of the old
Breck Alma Mater says
"Breckinridge will never
die, will live forever." Certainly,. a s m any Alumni

meet together this weekend
almost 25 years after the
College Training Demonstration School closed, the ·
memories will be alive as
many old Breck "Brats"
(who are no longer "brats")
meet in an all-school reunion.
Laughter
will
abound as all tales will get
taller, stories sadder, and

Makes an excellent gift!
Books About Local History & Heroes
By Jack D. Ellis

4.

Kentucky Memories: Reflections of Rowan County.
450 pp; 200 photos; c. 2005. $35.00 + $4 S&H
Morehead Memories: True Stories From Eastern Kentucky.
592 pp.; 100 photographs; c. 2001.
$35.00 + $4 S&H
Patriots and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of WWII.
412 pp; 85 photographs; c. 2003.
$35.00 +'$4 S&H
Alpha M. Hutchinson: The Biography of A Man and His
Community.·
160 pp. 65 photographs, c. 2003.
$15.00 + $4 S&H
Signed copies may be ordered from:
Jack D. Ellis, 215 Knapp Ave., Morehead, KY 40351 (606) 784-7473
Available locally at the CoffeeTree Bookstore, MSU Bookstore, Folk Art Center, St. Claire Gift Shop, Chris' Gifts Mustard Seed and Baldwin & Assoc.

Also available from:
The Jesse Stuart Foundation
1645 Winchester Avenue, P.O. Box 669, Ashland, KY 41105
(606) 326-1&67, (fax) 325-2519
E-mail: jsf@jsfbooks.com; Webs~e: JSFBOOKS.COM

Breck Minstrel Club, 1961.
legends lengthen as many
will recall the times they
walked through knee-deep
snow to get to class. (As a
student, this writer does not
recall Breck ever closing for
a snow day.) However, there
will also be many melancholy moments as the old
grads remember those
classmates, teachers and
friends who enriched their
lives, but are no longer with
us in this life.
Those who arrive for this
reunion will remember
Breck the building as a h appy place where you felt protected and part of a family.
Today you can still walk
many of the hallways of
Breck and might even find
the darkened third flo or

hallway where you received
your first kiss. (Even
though the hallways have
changed the memories
haven't.) You can even walk
the campus with old classmates as you remember
playground days, skip days
and graduation days. You
may even see the very spot
where you saw an old friend
or a teacher for the last
time,.
Most of the students at
Breck may not have realized it at the time, (but r ealized later) that Breck teachers had a profound influence upon their lives. This
writer is a case in point so
please forgive me for using
personal experiences as an
example of how the Breck

teachers influenced my life.
I'm sure every alumnus
could tell m any of the same
stories .. Whether it was listening to ball games Lorene
Sparks Day's classroom ,
where . we learned to figure
batting averages, or memor izing Abou "Ben Adam" or
"Thanatopsis" for Samuel
Jackson Denny. (This writer
still quotes "Thanatopsis" in
many funer al services
where I offici a t e.) Ma th
teacher Amy Moore's sys-

t ern of grading using her
"ba nk account" method
ch allenged the good students a nd created some
"m a th wizards" but this
writer struggled through
her system with very average grades.
There is a time honored
quote amon g educators that
says, "Doctors bury their
mistakes, but teachers' mist akes come back to haunt
them the rest of their lives."
This m ay h ave been true of
some of this writer's teachers. There was science
t eacher Lucille "Ma" Catlett
who guided me into an under standing of science.
(Ther e is a picture of the
Science Club at Breck with
m e in it t o prove I was actually there.) "Ma" Catlett
complet ed a career in the
milita ry at the Pentagon in
Washington, D ..C. Upon retir ing she returned to her
native Bath County and
would on occasion show at
the
Sunday
morning
Meth odist Church service

See BRECK on D-8
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in Owingsville where this
writer (and his wife) served
as their pastor. Yes, Janis
Ruth (another Breck "Brat")
was very much a part of my
years of ministry. When we
would be moved to a different church, many in the
congregation cried, not because their pastor wa s leaving, but because Janis Ruth
was leaving. Of course, ·
"Ma" Catlett was an important influence on both our
lives.
Then there was George T.
Young who founded the
Miµstrel Club in 1933 and
continued it throughout his
long career at Breck. He

December 28, 1945
Morehead, Ky.
Dear Class
As the year draws to a clos.e, quite naturally I am thinking of you. We have
had good times together, but never satisfied, I am hoping that we will have
happier experiences in the months to come.
As we come to the end of another year I would like to enumerate the things
for which I am grateful. I am most grateful for your effort to be a really good
class. I think your outstanding achievement is your recognition of the fact that
each member of the class has a right to be happy, and that after all a teacher
is not a potential enemy.
You selected officers who have given me perfect cooperation, and on all
occasions have shown me the greatest respect. They have endeavored to car- ·
ry out every suggestion that I have made and shown intelligence in initiating
plans on their own. I can pay you no higher ~ompliment and I feel deeply indebted to you.
.
.
.
Inside Morehead State College's gym, where the
. The girls who have worked so conscientiously on the refreshments for the
Breck Eagles played their home games before Weath. little parties deserve much praise. Also, the boys who have cooperated and
erby Field House opened.
come in for a full share - for too often this is the sort of "dirty work" that the
masses take for granted. However, it :~ $0 important that we..cleaui__t_o have
good times in simple ways and my heart glows with pride at the determined effort that you have made.
I think the clubs are going well under your leadership. The student council
has achieved much. The minstrel was a great success. I am still enjoying the
beauty and excellence of our Chr;3tmtis pr0:Jram. I am proud of our basketball
team however I resent their being placed in the category of racehorses. I pray
that you will be realistic enough and idealistic enough never to let gambling
and drinking touch you. Your skill is too precious to be cast before swine. (This
was the year Breck won the state charnp;0.nship.)
Never forget those of your team wno practice with you and never get the
thrill of the plaudits of the crowd. They deserve so much appreciation. Also
never forget the taxpayers who have given you your opportunities. I am grateful for the opportunity they have given me to be your sponsor. Together we can
give them a high rate of interest on their investment. This applies to every senior at Breck.
Early campus scene when Breck was new, 1930s.
I appreciate the beautiful card, I do not know but probably can guess who
is responsible. That is the form of thoughtfulness, which you can take with you
into any profession and with it create happiness and good will.
The idea of the Christmas Carol singing was good. The more we share the
beauty of the Christmas ideals, the richer become our lives. It is so important
to think beautiful thoughts. It is so important lo share them. It was sweet of you
Operation UNITE will be sentencing or dismissal.
to invite me to share your little party. It was a sign of good breeding which gave
hosting
two Court Watch Committees then publish
me another reason for saying that this is the happiest Christmas I have had in
training sessions for the Big the results to keep the pubMorehead.
Sandy Region:
lic informed.
Last but not least is my beautiful Christmas pin. In itself it is beautiful. As a
• June 23 in Inez (Martin
For information contact
symbol it becomes even more beautiful. I hope it symbolizes your faith in me,
County).
Operation UNITE toll-free
your determination to work hard with me to make your class in deed, in spirit,
and in achievement the best class. I hope it is a pledge to recognize your re• Thursday, July 7, from 6 at 1-866-678-6483.
sponsibility to set standards for yourself (and your community).
p.m. to 8 p.m. at the First
Believe it or not I am looking forward to going back to school (after ChristChurch of God, 320 Slate
mas vacation). I have so much to look forward to, with the class of 1946, I wish
Avenue, in Owingsville
I could write to each one of you, but so many responsibilities are clamoring for
(Bath County).
attention. Therefore, I will ask your class president to see that you read this my
Court Watch is a UNITE
last "soap box" oration of 1945.
coalition committee that
With gratitude, love, and high hopes, I am
uses volunteers to responsiSincerely yours

Court Watch trainings offered
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something that would extol
the virtues of the teachers
at Breck and help the alumni to realize how much they
were revered by those
teachers. As I poured
through the musty Breck
Archives I came across a
hand written letter from
Juanita Minish. Miss Minish was the Foreign Language teacher at Breck from
1930-1965. She would chastise the students when they
did not do their best and
would compliment them
when they were successful.
She would often sit at her
desk at the front of the class
and cry over her "little tad-

also taught Kentucky History and kindled in me a fire
of interest in history that
continues until this day.
(Also I was a member of the
Minstrel Club.) Later when
I came back to Morehead
State University as Library
Director and a colleague of
Mr. Young, he came to my
office one day and said,
"Jack, you are now one of
only eight people in Kentucky education in this position." I don't know if he was
Breck High School faculty, 1935. Top row: Mildred paying me a compbment or
Silver, English; George Young, History; Juanita Min- telling me how sorry he was
ish, Foreign Languages. Bottom row: Lucille Catlett, for the other seven.
In doing the research for
scienc~; Amy Irene Moore, mathematics; Lorene
this article I wanted to say
Sparks, social science.
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poles." But she loved her
students and in this letter
to the class of 1946 written
in her own scrawling hand
writing, one can get the
very essence of the kind of
teacher she and most of
Breck's teachers were. Her
students were her life and
although this letter was
written in December 1945
to the class of 1946, it could
represent a letter written
from the grave to all of
Breck's Alumni. It reflects
the last line of the Breck
Alma Mater, "Breckinridge
will never die, will live forever."
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JUST ARRIVED!
New Shipment of
Me,·chandise!

1390 Flemingsburg Rd. , Morehead

006-784--1042
!l,,.d/om, {icr. ,,Jl,,;!J

qc~1Jil~[• ~'"!'~ti~,t~''"~,,

FLEETWOOD HOMES DEALER
. New & Used
1-888-552-2334
2 Locations in Flemingsburg
134 Bradley Dr. Flemingsburg

845-9601

.Outstanding Rowan County 4-H Members

Vickie Hardin
David Doran Flatt
A panel of judges has selected Miss Vickie Hardin, 13, and David Doran Flatt, 11, as
recipients of the "1969 Rowan County 4-H Award of Excellence. ,, Eighteen girls
and boys, ages nine through 13, representing Ti/don Hogge, University Breckinridge,
Farmers, Elliottville and Haldeman, were nominated. The winners are eligible for
· district and state finals in 'the contest sponsored by the Louisville Courier-Journal.
David, who attef)ds Breck, is the son of Rev. and Mrs. Don Flatt, 230 University
Boulevard. Vickie is enrolled at Ti/don Hogge and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur C. Hardin, RFD 1.

,

THE BEST ... The U.8.S. Speech and
Drama Awards Banquet proved to be a
big event for Laura Hackney and Tom
Boodry.
Tom was honored as the
Outstanding Jr. High Speech and Drama
Student and Laura was awarded the
Outstanding High School Spe~ch and
Drama Student Plaque. Votmg was
done by their fellow Speech:Drama
Students.

U. Brficlc Defeats
Seven States In
Speech Tourney
The University Breckinridge Speech
Team turned into a grizzly, this past
week, by defeating seven states during the
Smoky Mountain Invitational Speech
Tournament held in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The tournament was sponsored by the
Carson
Newman's
Colleges Speech
Department.
University Breckinridge students held a
perfect score (the only school out of 60
schools) when going into the semi-final
round of the tournament. U.B.S. was the
only school who had everyone of it's
students still in the tournament. When the
finals were announced U.B.S. again was
the leading school with the most number
of students still in the tournament.
Jerry Calvert won the First Place
Trophy for Oral Interpretation and Carol
Grote won the Second Place Trophy.
Each of these students began the race
with approximately 65 other students
from the seven states.
An Awards Banquet was held at noon
on
Sunday
and
the
University
Breckinridge students were awarded the
"sought after" Championship Trophy.
The Championship Team was composed
of: Jerry Calvert , Carol Grote, Debra
Pack , Jim Hinson, Peter Fulbright, Laura
Hackney, Patty Jones, Debra Penny and
Tim Porter.
The U.B.S . delegation celebrated their
clean-cut victory by later climbing the
highest
mountain
point
in
Tenn.-Clingman's Dome. The Victory
Dinner was held Sunday night at the Open
Hearth Restaurant in Gatlinburg.

SCIENCE .. . University Breckinridge
winners at the Kentucky junior academy
of Science Convention t,eld last week
at Eastern Ky. University.
Pictured
statewide winners are: (L-R) Karen Cain,
2nd place for biological project "Effect of Sprays on Air Born Bacteria."
Mary Beth Lake and Cheri Ellington, 4th
place in joint biological science project;
Tim Porter, 1st place in biological
discussion on "Water Pollution: It's

Effect On Guppies." Beth Elliott, 1st
place for project ''Thermopollution:
The effect of temperature on respiration
rate of gold; Joe Back - Stanley Bentley,
3rd place for club project titled "Effect
of temperature on respiratory rates warm and cold blooded animals':· Debra
Pack, retiring president of the academy;
Jim Hinson, 1st place for discussion in
physical science division, "Navigation in
Space. "

HAMILTON HONORED . . . Steve
Hamilton, a member of the New York
Yankee pitching staff and instructor in
the department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation at MSU,
receives the coveted Outstanding
Young Man placque from Iva/ Bryant.
Bryant was project chairman for the

Morehead Jaycees with their search for
Rowan's Outstanding Young Man and
introduced Steve as one of Morehead's
all-time
great athletes,
a great
professional, an excellent educator and
community worker. Miss Carol Grote,
Rowan's Junior Miss, was a special
guest on the program with Hamiltoton.

EVERY BIT COUNTS ... University
Breckinridge
4-H
Club
Members
contribute to development of a
$350,000 recreation facility with a
check for $25.00. The money was a
sixth grade project and earned through
sponsoring a coat check during the
basketball season. Paul Mills, extension
agent, said Rowan County is $6,200
and the 23 4-H chapters in the county ,

would be 1137th owned. Mrs. Lois
Huang, instructor was instrumental in
making the project a class endeavor
making all feel an active participan/
She said this appraoch gives the student
. a feeling of responsiblity and creates
enthusiasm for group action. Picture
(L-R) - Mills, Gene Price, Kathy Rahn,
Bobby Johnston, Charlene Derrickson,
Joe Calvert and Mrs. Huang.

TEAM TREATED ... The University
Breckinridge basketball team and
cheerleaders were the recipients of a
surprise " steak lunch" on Monday
following their third place finish in the

annual EKC Tournament. The Eaglets
were upset by Olive Hill in their second
tournament game but came back to
defeat Sandy Hook in the consolation
game.

WHITE CHRISTMAS . .. One of the highlights of the Yule
season at Morehead was the Christmas concert presented this
week by the senior high chorus, directed by Mrs. Oval Hall,
and open to the public. Almost all renditions were Christmas

numbers ranging from religious versions of the birth of Christ
to dreams of a White Christmas. The entire volunteer chorus
is pictured. The program was classified as "outstanding" by
critics.

Breck Wins 6th Straight/ 1
RCHS Breaks Loss·Streak

-;,J

This was an interesting week for high
school basketball teams at Morehead as
University Breckinridge won its 6th
straight game, and the Rowan County
High Vikings broke an eight game losing
streak.
Breck downed Sandy Hook 79-62 ;
Pikeville 56-38 ; and Raceland 72-62 over
the week. Sandy Hook and Pikeville
played at Morehead while the Raceland
setto was away.
Coach
Diensel
Dennis,
usually
untalkative cautiously admits, "we are
beginning to jell." However, Morgan
County and Ashland are rated the teams
· to beat for the 16th regional crown and a
trip to the state tournament.
After a slow start the Eaglets have now
elevated their season record to 15
victories and six defeats. All of the losses,
with one exception , were by close scores.
After dropping eight straight games,
some by narrow scores or in the last
minutes of play, the "hard luck" RCHS
Vikings brought joy to their many
followers Tuesday by beating Warfield
74-63 on their opponent's home floor .
In the only other RCHS game of the
week, the Vikings lost to Nicholas County
78-64. The Vikings record is the poorest
in years with two victories against l'O
defeats.
Reports persist at RCHS that Coach
Warren Cooper will be elevated to athletic
director, and a basketball coach is to be

named. This has no confirmation from the
office of the County Superintendent or
the Board of Education. However, a
Board member said that several had
applied for the job as basketball coach,
and the RCHS Boosters Club requested
this position be added.
Cooper,
formerly
of Brooksville,
aH,state in high school and a star at
Morehead State University, has been
serving as both basketball coach and
athletic director, although he has, at
times, been in bad health.

RING PARTY .. . Rachael Fulbright
beams a smile as Tim Clayton presents
her that long awaited class ring.
Rachael is a junior at University
Breckinridge and class president, Tim is

president of the senior class. The
presentation took place during an
informal class party sponsored by
senior class. Each senior presented a
ring to a fellow junior classmate.

JUDO
The art of self defense is
presented to third grade students at
University Breckinridge. The Judo
program was presented to all students,
grades K -12, for purpose of both self
defense and recreation with all aspects
of the art being demonstrated by

members of the University's Judo Club.
Elementary students identified are
from left
Davey Philley, (in
demonstration), Jeff Ellis, Sally Sadler,
Cynthia Phillips, Jeanie Ellis, and Mike
Smith.

Barely Misses Being ...

Miss Junior Kentucky

By Rondal Hart
"I can't believe it," said Carol Grote,
and little did she know she would repeat
this statement many times in her reign as
Rowan County's Junior Miss. Her
acheivements and honors following the
local pageant competition ·have become a
part of a wonderful week in Louisville
where she became First Runner-Up in
Kentucky
Junior
Miss
Pageant
competition.
One of twenty-eight girls, all local
winners, seeking the title of Kentucky's
ideal teenager, Carol was an early favorite
as she won the Kraft "Party Planning"
Award and topped this with the Creative
and Performing Arts Award. The Kraft
Award earned her a spot on television and
a feature article in the Louisville Courier
Journal and Times.
The Performing Arts Award was
achieved with an original dramatic speech
"My Ultimate Dream." She composed the
speech and recorded her piano style for
background effect. Staging and lighting
added a dramatic effect to her
presentation. Complete silence during the
performance and "wet" eyes following
told the story of a touching performance
by a talented young lady.
Bob Gambill, Jaycee President, said the
purpose of the local pageant is to offer
senior girls an opportunity to work
together, compete with each other and
grow personally in the process. He said
the search for the ideal high school senior
girl is an attempt to recognize positive
accomplishments of youth and place
emphasis on their admirable qualities and
ideals.
"Carol is the type of young lady that
stands out in a crowd and displays
character and citizenship that makes her a
1
-ader in school activities." "Her lady-like
.,.:iise and demeanor is indicative of the
ideal young girl as reflected by the respect
of students and faculty at Univ rsity
Breckinridge." These statements by
Rondal Hart, director of the school,
relates the feeling of the school body .
For Carol Grote, 16 years old daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. C. Nelson Grote, the reign
as Rowan County's Junior Miss is just
beginning. Her honor in local and state
competition is a reflection of her
participation in school and community
activities. You may find her studying for
an exam, preparing for speech events,
working on a class or club project, or
meeting with administrative officials
presenting the student ideas in school
policies and procedures.
In the community it is not uncommon
to find Carol serving as Candy Striper for
the hospital, working with service
organizations · in fund
drives, or
babysitting in the Church Nursery .
These activities have earned for her
many awards and honors - Outstanding
Speech Student, Key Club Sweetheart,
Leadership Award, and Optimist Award
to Outstanding Youth.
For Carol Ann Grote, the past few
weeks have been a wonderful, memorable
part of a young life. She may have many
more opportunities to say "I can't believe
it" but for now "she can believe it" she's Rowan County's Junior and First
Runner-Up for the title of Kentucky
Junior Miss.

. .,

Miss Carol Grote
. .. pretty, talented, dedicated

SWEE~ ... Key C/ubbers Billy Needham
and 811/y Hough are shown unloading
cartons of honey that was used during

Jaycee Honey Sunday. Proceeds going
for the mentally retarded.

BRECK DEBATE SQUAD
University Breckinridge School was
represented in the regional debate
tournament
at
Morehead
State

University. From left - Coach Pat
Scifres and debators Jamie Lucke, Tim
Porter, David Sparkman and Alan
Watts.

,

UBT Team
Has Workshop
In Florida
University Breckinridge School Speech
Students conducted a speech workshop
for the Crystal River Middle School
System in Crystal River, Florida this past
week .
The University Breckinridge School
Speech students performed speech events,
drama events and question - answer
periods · more than twenty times for the
Crystal River students.
Students from the 7th and 8th grade
U.B.S. Speech and Drama class wrote a
script in which they explained the nature,
objectives, and the field of speech. Their
script was interwoven with examples
when each of the students demonstrated
one . of the speech areas that had been
explained in the script.
The high school students demonstrated
each of the individual speech events and
performed a reader's theatre performance.
University Breckinridge School students
participating and performing were: Laura
Hackney, Carol Grote, Jerry Calvert, Peter
Fulbright, Keith Raines, Linda Wentz,
Patty Allen, Kathy Louder, Tina McClure ,
Dianna Marshall, Tom Boodry, Leslie
Englehardt, and Cindy Queen.
The University Breckimidge School
students were entertained in Crystal River
by the P.T.A. and the Chamber of
Commerce. Entertainment included a tour
of Homossasa Springs, a boat ride down
the beautiful Crystal River and a fish fry .
The University Breckinridge delegation
spent Saturday morning on Daytona
Beach.

ALMOST WINS . .. First runner-up in
the statewide Kentucky Jaycees'
Outstanding Young Educator program,
Harlen L. Hamm, center, Morehead,
received a plaque from Charles Hayes,
left,
vice president of Western

Kentucky Gas Co. , as Ed Clark,
president of the Kentuck y Jaycees
looks on. Hamm, a 27-year-old speech
and drama teacher at University
Breckinridge School, was the nominee
of the Morehead Jaycees.

\

Breck Lead; E.K.C.
University Breckinridge grabbed the
lead last week in the Eastern Kentucky
Conference standings, a full game ahead
of Olive Hill, the pre-season favorite ,
according to statistics released yesterday.
Breck's conference record is five
victories and one defeat; Olive Hill and
Sandy Hook are 4-2; Hitchins 3-3;
Salyersville 1-3 and Grayson Prichard 1-6.
However, the figures may have been
compiled before Breck was defeated at
Hitchins Friday-in four overtimes.
Jack Adams of Breck is leading the
six-team EKC conference in scoring with
an average of 23 points a game. He has

scored a total of 553.
Jim Holbrook of the Eaglets is the
conference's , fifth leading point maker
averaging 15.6 or a total for the season of
375.

RUNNER-UP . . . Pictured is the
Uni versity
Breckinridge
School
students who walked away with Second
Place Sweepstakes at the Elizabethtown
Speech Tournament. Fort Knox
soldiers judged the tournament and
awarded the First Place Trophy in '

Prose Reading to Jerry Calvert and the
Second Place Trophy in Poetry Reading
to Carol Grote. Pat Carr earned three
perfect ratings in Prose Reading. Tom
Hayes earned almost perfect scores in
Storytelling and this was his first
Speech Trip.
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Breckinridge Archives Dedicated
About 75 persons, mostly former
s tudents and teachers , attended the
dedication of the Breckinridge
School Archives Thursday afternoon at the Camde n-Carroll
Library .
The ceremony was part of
Moreh ead State University ' s
Founders Day celebration.
The third-floor room is filled with
athletic trophies , yearbooks , scrapbooks, charts and graphs, artwork,
old letter jackets, cheerleader
uniforms and other memorabilia
relating to the former laboratory
school which merged with the
Rowan County public school system
following the 1981-82 school year .
MSU Pres ident Dr. Morris
Norfleet, who referred to his decision to recommend that Breck be
closed "one of the hardest decisions
I've made since being president,"
formally dedicated the room.
"I dedicate this archives room to
the memory of all those who taught
a nd learned there . Breck graduates
are leaders today . A quality education wa s gained there - 58 years of
excellence,·· Norfleet sa id .
He added, "Breck served a useful
purpose during its period of time .
It 's only proper that its memories
be preserved her e on cam pus. "
Elizabeth Anderson , chairman of
the a rchives committee, presented
some highlights of Breck's history .
In 1924, Dr. Frank C. Button ,
president of Morehead Normal
School, felt the school needed a learnin g laboratory. He appointed Professor Howard H. Gra ves as acting
director of a trai ning school which
was housed in a one room bu ildin g

Jim Tom Holbrook , left, Bre.ck class of 1970, and Paul Stokes, cla ss of
1972, examined a scrapbook Thursday afternoon in th e Breck Archives room in the Camden-Carroll Library. The two form er Breck
students were among the 75 persons who attended the dedication or the
archives room, located on the third floor of the MS U library.
near Gearhart P ond, in Wes t
Morehead.
In 1925 the school wa s re located
on campus in the basement of
Burgess Hall and a full -tim e director was nam ed - Wa rren C. Lappin .
According to Mrs . Anderson ,
"Button and La ppin felt th a t as the
college progressed. so should the
training school. They felt the school
should expand to include K-t2 a nd
have an audi torium to sea t 300 people. This school should be th e model
for the ent ire Eas tern Kentucky
r egion a nd s hou ld demnnsl ra te

what secondary and eleme ntary
schools could become in the future .
'"The present buildin g wa s com pleted in 1929. It was nam ed for the
Re v. Robert J. Breckinridge, a
Pr esb y t e ri an
mini s te r
a nd
Superintende nt of P u bli c In structi on a t the time.
·' La ppin la id the corne r st.one with
full Ma soni c honors .. ,
Mrs . Anderson told the gathering.
"The a rchi ves room is in its infant
stage. We we lcom e your con tributi ons an d your \·isita l ion~ ..
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Chris Turner photo

Official ground breaking at MSU
Morehead State University's Founders Day celebration included the official ground
breaking for the $14 million renovation/addition to Breckinridge Hall, which will house a
state-of-the-art communications center. With shovels in hand, participants included, from
left: Dr. Ken Sexton, faculty; Steve Hranicky, CB&S Construction Co.; Brian Lanham,
Sherman-Carter-Barnhart architects; Nell Mahaney, Breckinridge School Society; Butch
Hatcher, state architect; Danny Shearer, state director of contracting; Amber Philpot,
Cynthiana freshman; Dr. Michael Moore, executive vice-president for academic affairs;
MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin; Thom Yancy, faculty; President Emeritus Nelson Grote;
State Rep. Adrian Arnold of Mt. Sterling; Dr. Michael Biel, faculty; Dr. Lemuel Berry Jr.,
dean, Caudill College of Humanities; Dr. Janet Kenney, chair, Department of Communications; Gene Caudill, Board of Regents; Joe Planck, director of physical plant; and Dan
; onti, general manger of WMKY radio. The renovation is expected to be completed in late

-~.

University Breckinridge faglet.s ;
&"j -- 70
.
Head Coach - Dienzel Dennis

Nov. 4 - Breck 71; Irvine 61.
Nov. 12 - Breck 64; Saylersville 41.
Nov. 14 - Breck 50; Ohve·Hill 55.
Nov. 15 - Breck 81; Sandy Hook 56.
Nov. 18 - Breck 59; Hitchens 48.
Nov. 20·- Breck 57; Fairview 66.
Nov. 25 - Breck 62; Grayson 53.
Dec. 2 - Breck 57; Mt. Sterling 49.
Dec. 5 - Breck 60; Menifee Co. 61.
Dec. 9 - Morgan County 82; Breck 43
Dec. 12 - Bath County 84; Breck 58
Dec. 17 - Breck 75; Russell 62.
Dec. 19 - Breck 69; Tollesboro 81.
Dec. 20 - Breck 55; Hitchins 56.
Dec. 26 :. Breck 52; Millard 67.
Jan. 9 - Salyersville, postponed.
Jan. 13 - Breck 58; Olive Hill 50.
Jan. 16 - Breck 70; Grayson 67.
Jan. 20 - Bre_ck 65; Boyd Co. 50.
Jan. 22 - Breck 79; Sandy Hook 62.
Jan. 23 - Breck 56; Pikeville 38.
Jan. 27 - Breck 72; Raceland 62.
Jan. 30 - Breck 82; McKinney 64
Jan. 31 - Breck 71; Good Shepherd 59.
Feb. 3 - Breck 52; Mason County 61.
Feb. 6 - At Hitchins.
Feb. 10 - Irvine.
Feb. 13 - Ezel.
Feb. 17 - Fairview.
Feb. 20 - At Boyd County.
Feb. 24 - Olive Hill.
Feb. 27 - Fleming County. .

,

"
i
'

(All home games preceded by_ a 'B' game at 6:30.
Home Varsity games start at 8:00 P·"'· All home games
in Laughlin Fieldhouse): . ,
,
·
.

Morehead Girl
Among Last 15
In State Contest
Linda Wentz, 13, from Morehead, a student
at University Breckinridge, is among 15
youngsters who have survived preliminary
judging in the statewide Kentucky JayceesCommonwealth Live Americanism Essay
Contest, according to Richard Jackson,
Louisville, contest chairman.
The 15 semi-finalists are the best of more
than 15,000 entries from throughout
Kentucky on the subject, "What America
Means To Me."
Subjects of primary concern to the seventh
and eighth grades essayists in this year's
contest were : the war in Vietnam ,
opportunities
for
the
individual ,
environment, and the "right of privacy."
The 15 semi-finalists will be narrowed to
five students who will be honored at a
Frankfort luncheon and recognition
ceremony later this month.

1946 State Basketball Ch ampions
F rom) R eg ional, State, and Disrrict Troph ies. Cheerleaders: B.
Tolli ver, B. Wolfford, J. Parrick, A . Nickerson, M . Mobley .
Team : J. Leach, B. Fraley, D. Batrson, D. Scroggin, F. Bays, B.
~aughlin, B. Litton, S. A llen, M . May hall, F. Fraley, B. Vaughan_,
-;_Skaggs. (! JU>~ 3" 1J It£. tPt TL)
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MOREHEAD MEMORI:t:S - PEOPLE AND PLACES
BRECKINRIDGE, THE SCHOOL WE LOVE SO WELL
STUDENT EYE VIEW
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

MONTAGE OF MEMORIES

If the old Chinese proverb is true, "that one picture is worth a thousand words,"
this montage of memories of Breckinridge should be worth several thousand words. This
is a pictorial journey of about one-half a century through the halls of history of the Robert

J. Breckinridge School, 1930-1980. We hope these selected photos will stir up long
forgotten images in the photo gallery of your mind.

